
Happiness is unders'anding 'rap-an'enna
design, and whe'her '0 make or buy.

The Multi-Band
Trap Antenna - Part I

BY JOSEPH M. BOYER ' . W6UYH

F or one reason or another I have had occasion to
mention to a number of amateur friends that the
familiar multi-band "trap" antenna was invented by
a clever rad io enginee r named Howard Morgan ' just
before the onset of WW II. Most of them were quite
surprised to learn that the concept was that old.
However, one friend burst out laughing and said, " In
vented! What was there to invent?" I asked what he
meant. " Why I didn' t know you could get a patent
on anything that simple," he said. It's just a connear
collection of half wave doublets or grounded mono
pole antennas, each cut to work in a differen t band
and all insulated from one another by parallel reso
nant circuits!"

Is Morgan's electromagnetic brain child really all
that simple in concept? Are each of its radiati ng
sections just self resonant anten nas, osci llati ng nat 
urally on their respective frequency bands? Do
those lumped LC parallel resonant traps actually
open and close like frequency controlled switches
along the antenna as you fli p the rig from one band
to another? The tru th of the matter is that the Morgan
trap antenna is better described by the words of the
old song which tells how "the foot bone's connected
to the ankle bone, and the ankle bone's connected
to the leg bone ...". If its design is approached by
conventional methods of antenna analysis, it can
give a headache even to a trained professional. This
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is unfortunate, because the trap multi-band antenna
is extremely convenient to use in a cramped space
QTH for all-band h.I. operation. Newcomers to ama
teur rad io wi sh to understand at least its key fea
tures in .order to intelli gently compare the merits of
several commercially available models on the mar
ket; experienced amateurs may want to apply cer
tain o f its basic theory principles to a special radia
to r of the ir own conception. Rather th an let its true
mode of operation remain a matter of doubt in ama
teur ci rcles and its desig n a thing of exhausting cut
and-try while sweltering out in the hot sun, it m ight
be interesting and useful to reduce the trap antenna
design to c lea r cut simplici ty.

Not only that , but while we are at it let's not make
this a matter of following some other fellow's step
by-step blue print descripti on of the OX Band Hop
ping Skyhook; instead let's use a general design
approach so we can juggle our own available ca
pacitor sizes, our own conductor stock to end up
wi th a radi ator which fits our own part icular needs,
Finally, let us do the jo b in such way th at while its
design is still on paper-long before we feed it r.f.
power-we will know how the antenna is going to
per form ; what its inherent perfo rmance limitations
are, and why thi ngs turned out that way.

Polarization-Horizontal Or Vertical
Right at the start we have a choice of using a

horizontal trap doublet antenna or a t rap vertical
monopole work ing against its electrical image or
ground. The choice we make really doesn't matter
techn ically; any grounded monopole antenna of
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Fig. 1-{A) Naturally resonant AI4 monopole antenna and (8) i ts analogue rI, transmission line. (C) R.f. transmis
sion line stub broken into two sections and (0) its equivalent "circuit " . (E) Morgan two-band trap monopole series
loaded with out-of-resonance trap operating on a lower frequency band. (F) Analogue r.f . transmiss ion fine repre-

sentation of same Mo rgan trap antenna .

length h is merely one half of the equivalent doublet
form having a total length 2h and located high above
the earth. Therefore, when we go through the pro
cess of finishing the design of a multi-band trap
monopole of length h and conductor radius " a", all
we need do to convert it into its equivalent free
space doublet is to buil d another dupli cate mono
pole-complete with ident ical traps- and connect
the two " half elements" on each side of the center
insulator. Here, we will use th e vertica l monopole
only because it makes our discussion and the draw
ings related to it easier to fol low.

Now, of course, if we contemplate goi ng the whole
route and including coverage of all h.f. amateur
bands from eighty to ten meters, well then we might
have good reason to think about polarization choice
for a moment. Any good antenna handbook has
diagrams showing the radiation patterns in the
elevation plane of horizonta l doublet an tennas at
various heights above g round. Inspection of such
radiation patte rns quickly shows th at amateurs at

least face a rea l world problem in using horizontal
h.f. antennas. Only at heights of about 0.5 A or more
above ground does th e max imum amplitude re
sponse point on the major radiation pattern lobes of
the horizontal doublet get near enough to the hori
zon to consiste ntly produce decent OX performance.
At eighty meters that 0.5.1, height means about 130
feet. Few urban amateurs have available the space,
fa c il ities, and freedom from local height ordi nances
to erec t an eighty meter doublet that high in the ai r.
Converse ly, a grounded vert ical A/4 monopole on any
ham band produces (a) omnidirectiona l response in
the horizon plane and (b) its elevation plane pattern
yields maximum gain quite close to (but never right
on) the horizon. Now ret's turn to the receiving noise
problem in terms of antenna polarization ... oops,
sorry! That is an entirely different subject; another
time, perhaps.

Pulling The Fangs Of The Beast
Our fi rst move in the desig n game we are to play is
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to remove the teeth of the general antenna problem
50 it can' t b ite. By teeth we mean the need for use
of the advanced mathematics on which antenna and
electromagnetic theory are quite properly founded.
Luck ily. we can make a great simplification in the
math used in a practical design approach because,
at about the time that Howard Morgan was nicely
wrapping up his trap antenna idea. another good
man was fin ishing an outstanding job on an elegant
theory related to all antennas ; his name is Sergei A.
Schelkunott of Bell Telephone Laboratories. Doctor
Schelkunoff 's significant contribution to us all is
called the " mode theory 01 antennas'». In carrying
out his work, Schelkunoff pulled off a neat side trick :
he found a way to convert all antennas into their
equivalent form of r.f . transmission line. Now an
tenna engineers working way back in the early
1900's suspected that antennas could be regarded
as acting in some ways like open ended , stub type
r.f. transmission lines. A few of these pioneer work
ers even used this basic idea to make practical an
tenna design in that day a bit easier.

If we wish to think about an antenna as a form of
osc ill at ing transmission line stub we must be able
to plug in some value for the characteristic im
pedance of such an antenna /transmission line or
the whole idea is not very useful. Old timers ob
tained an approximate value for the characteristi c
impedance of certain kinds of antennas by calcula
tions based on a d.c. method, which was used to
figure out the capacity of a one-meter long con
ductor section in the middle of their antennas; this
d.c. method was called logarithmic potential theory'.
Not only is this method laborious, but it does not
account for all types of r.t. waves which rea lly exist
on antennas, just the d.c. or static mode. Still, the
idea was very helpful.

Schelkunoff, however, found a way to get an
average value of characteristic impedance repre
senting all the wave modes existing on various
types of antennas. Not only that, but the formulas de
rived by this most eminent theoretician are ex
pressed in ordinary, every day mathematics familiar
to us all , not just people with a Ph.D in physics. Al
though Schelkunoff worked out formulas for the
characteristic impedance of antennas having many
different kinds of cross sectional conductor geo
metry, his formula for a monopole antenna made
from a conductor having a uniform radius " a" and
length h is just,

[
2 (h) ]K,,, = 60 2.306 log" (al - 1 OHMS (1.0- 1.1

The above formu la gives the average character
istic impedance K", for a grounded cylindrical mono-

>S. A. Schelkunoff, "Theory of Antennas of Arbitrary Size
and Shape," IRE Proc., 29, pp. 493-521 , September, 1941

JEdmund A. t.apcrt. "Radio Antenna Engineering," page
28 and chapter 6, McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc. First
Edition.
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pole antenna, although it works well also for square
or triangular cross section conductors as long as
they are uniform in diameter along their length. If
you wish to get the characteristic impedance K. of
a doublet antenna in free space of length 2h and
conductor radius " a" you use equation (1 .0-1.) to
get K", for the "half monopole" part on one side of
center and multiply the answer by two to get K~ .

The notation K,,, (or K.,) is used instead of ZoO merely
to keep the antenna's charac terist ic impedance
from being confused with the z.,of a standard trans
mission line used to feed the antenna.

Right about here someone may think, " Ok, so
now I can ca lculate the characteristic impedance
K", of some particular monopole antenna made from
a given length of metal tubing or even a hunk of
wi re. So what? How does that help me design and
understand amateur antennas?" The answer is that
once you can find a K". (or K,,) value for your par
ticular antenna, all the important and puzzling
questions you 've asked yourself for years about
how to figure out the input impedance of an an
tenna, its v.s.w.r. response as you change frequency
or conductor diameter, or add loading coils, band
traps, top hats or make it perform as a multi-bander
become easy to work out. And you do not need
Bessel functions, differential equations and other
super-math cannons to do it, either. Just a bit of
elementary algebra and a dash of trigonometry. It's
much like "Brain Surgery Made Easy." Let's try a
few warm up exercises to get the feel of this handy
antenna tool before we tackle the Morgan antenna.

The Quarter Wave Monopole Antenna
As An R.F. Transmission Line

The natu rally resonant quarte r wave vertical
monopole antenna working against ground forms
an ideal launching pad for our design attack on the
multi-band trap antenna. A monopole which is nat
urally resonant attains this freely oscillating state
sole ly by means of its shunt capacity distributed
along its conductor to the ground plane and the
distributed series inductance of the conductor. (In
doublets. this distributed shunt capacity is fr om one
doublet conductor half to the other.) A typical ama
teur problem related to the A. /4 monopole can be
stated in two related parts as follows :

(1) We wish to operate a >' /4 vertical monopole
across the entire frequency width of the eighty
meter band, which means an upper frequen cy band
limit fj'iJ:h of 4.000 MHz, a band center frequency t.,

of 3.750 MHz, and a low band limit of 3.500 MHz. If
such monopole is natural ly resonant at f", what
v.s.w.r. will the monopole's input impedance pro
duce in a fifty-ohm coaxial cable at L, fh'" and fh l J:ll?

(2) How will the cross section diameter d=2a of
the conductor used in such monopole influence
v.s.w.r. at the stated frequencies?

We can start by choosing monopole conductors
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Fig . 2-Calcula ted input impedances for each of two naturally resonant )., 4 monopole antennas plotted on Smith
chart representing fifty-ohm coaxial cable feed. Monopole K ~ " , conductor is # 10 gauge wire; Monopole Km.""
conductor is 4.0 inch diameter tubing. End input impedances are those for each monopole radiating as well as

operating in a R ! l = 10-ohm lossy r.f. environment.

of widely di ffe rent radi i, a. For one mon opol e let's
use a number 10 ga uge copper wi re having a radius
a ~ of 0.051 0 inches or 4.246 X 10',1 feet. For our
second conductor choice we wil l go all out and use
aluminum tub ing having a radius a: eq ual to 2.0
inches or 1.667 X 10 .1 feet.

In stati ng our problem, we said the ),/ 4 monopol e
would be naturall y resonant at f.. ; by defi nition. this
sets the monopole electrical length n- to be equal to
90 degrees, regardless of the conductor rad ius, a,
at 3.750 MHz. By giving the length hOof the antenna
in electrical degrees at t. instead of in feet, meters,
or some other units we must then convert our
selected conductor radii into degrees at the operat
ing frequency to avoid having a case of apples and
oranges. This is easy to do. At the frequency of
3.750 MHz. the wavelength A in free space is just
984.00 /3.750 MHz equals 262.400 feet ; th is wave
length dimension of 262.400 feet also represents 360
electrical deg rees in free space at our t., The two

selected mon opol e conductors at 3.750 MHz then
have radii in deg rees respectively of,
a: = (4.246 X 10 " 11./262.400 fl.) X 360"

= 5 .825 X 10 :1 degrees.
a: = (1.667 X 10 ' 11./262.400 ft.) X 360 0

= 2.287 X 10-1 degrees.
This data immediately " arms us for bear." We

now know radii a ' and electrica l length h" for these
two particular monopoles. To handle them as simple
lossless r.t. transmission line stubs fro m here on. we
convert both monopoles into their analogue lines by
find ing the value for K... ,. and K. ,o. using Schelkun
off's formula (1.0 · 1.) :

Monopole /transmission Hne e 1:
a-= 5.825 X 10 ' ~ degrees;
h = 90.00 degrees.

2 (90)
K_,,, = 60 [2.3026 log (5.825 X 10 ") - 1]

K_", = 60 [2.3026 log 3 .090 X 10 ' - 1J
K_", = 60 [9.339J = 560.31 ohms
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Monopole /transmission line # 2:
a; = 2.287 X 10-1 degrees
h" = 90.00 degrees.

2 (90)°
K""" = 60 [2.3026 loq., (2.287 X 10')" - 1]
K. " , = 60 [5.668] = 340.10 ohms
Fig . 1 (a) and (b) represent the general picture

case of this monopole antenna-lnto-r.t . transmission
line stub conversion we have just made. Notice that
the monopole antenna over ground converts into a
single conductor laying parallel to the ground plane
to form an unbalanced transmission line. We could
have shown a coax line also, except that it's harder
to draw. (If we had wanted to make our conversion
for a doublet antenna high above ground, our pic
ture would have shown a two wire, balanced trans
mission line floating in space.) One more thing: the
shunt capacity to ground in an actual vertical mono
pole varies with height points on the monopole. As
a transmission line 's characteristic impedance is
related to distributed conductor Land C as Z.
= VLlC, this means that the actual characteristic
impedance K", of a cylindrical conductor monopole
also changes to different values as height above
ground changes. Equation (1.0-1.) is based on
taking the average characteristic impedance over
the range of its variation from the base to the top
of the monopole, but taking into account all the
various wave modes on an antenna while doing
that. We are glad that in doing all this, Schelkunof
made the answer come out so simple for us, but that
simplicity covers a lot of electromagnetic "muscle" .
His work converted a mess of difficult "jungle
trails" ventured on only by highly trained experts
into a nice clean " freeway" which any of us can
travel over to solve our problems quite easily. Now,
back 10 fig . 1 (a) and (b) .

On the left hand end of the line stub section, the
" hot" or base end of the monopole or its analogue
line has an input terminal labeled 1; the ground
input terminal is labeled 2. Then at the far opposite
end of the stub line conductor, a terminal is located
there labeled 7; the "ground" for the top end of the
monopole or analogue line end point is shown
marked 8. Finally, the length hOof the analogue line
is the same as the electrical height h" of the mono
pole antenna it represents, and the label Kill is
shown representing the characteristic impedance
of the line, but now viewed as if it were a constant
value which does not change with analogue line
length.

To be able to calculate the v.s.w.r. in a fifty-ohm
feed line connected either to the monopole or to
the analogue line, we have to find the total input
impedance,

Z ,"" " = R, + Rn + jX OHMS, (1.0-2.)
where the Rr resistive part is the radiation resis
tance of the monopole. The Ru resistive part is the
ohmic, non-radiating loss of not only the antenna
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conductors but also the soil, radial wires, insulator
leakage resistance, trap ohmic loss etc. of the an
tenna's total electromagnetic environment. Finally,
the jX part is the antenna input reactance; althcuph
shown as a plus inductive reactance, it can also
take on a minus sign to indicate capacitive reac
tance. We must now pull a few tricks to make our
next steps easier to handle, then later on correct
for this sneaky simplification. Right at this point we
also must depart from Dr. Schelkunoff's more ele
gant mode theory to avoid use of higher mathe
matics in what follows, but still retain the power of
his equation (1.0-1.). Therefore, the writer must as
sume sale responsibility for the method used here
which, however, still follows the same wide "free
way" built by Dr. Schelkunoff.

First, we are going to assume that our antennas
do not radiate at all! This gets rid of the "good
part" of input impedance, the radiation resistance
Rr • Then, we are going to assume that the antenna
as well as its total environmental QTH has no ohmic
loss; that discards the nasty and unloved Rn part of
Z'n" ." All we have left is a lossless r.f. transmission
line stub representing our monopole antenna. It
certainly should be easy to handle now, using
simple transmission line theory; but we have one
tremendous thing going for us now: We now know
the characteristic impedance K, 01 the analogue
lines representing our two particular monopoles.
Glancing gack to Fig. 1 (a) and (b), we see that both
the top end terminal 7 of our monopole and the end
of the analogue line are " open circuited" into free
space. When a lossless transmission line stub is open
circuited at its "output" terminals like that, we can
find its input reactance from the easy formula.'
jX,." " = - jKmcotan hO OHMS (1.0-3.)

Because we already know all the values to plug
into equation (1.0-3.) at the band center frequency
3.750 MHz, we will start there. We defined hOas be
ing exactly 90 electrical degrees long at that fre·
quency. Therefore,

jX 'n" ", f. = - jK.. cotan 90° = - jKm(0.000)
= - jOohms

Naturally we expected all along to get that kind
of answer at the monopole's resonant frequency.
With that 0.000 multiplier, there is no need for us to
insert the actual values of Kmn> or Km <2' at f•. But we
suspect that things won't continue like this when
we move over to f 'nw or f" ,... in the band . Take the
low band limit of 3.500 MHz; Here, the frequency
proportionality is 3.500 MHz/3.750 MHz equals
0.933. Our total electrical line length hOnow shrinks
to 90.000 ° X 0.933, or 84.00 degrees. Equation
(1.0-3.) now tells us,

(Continued on page 73)

·If a reader is a trifle rusty in trig or algebra, the author
recommends "Basic Mathematics for Electronics," by
M. Cooke and H. Adams, McGraw-Hili Book Company,
Inc. New York.



Results
The array has been used for the past six months

in mon itoring SWBC transmissions from the Middle
East. My receiver and tape recorder are operated
by a timer, and I later remove the tapes and listen
to them whi le commuti ng. This array has been far
superior to th e ones I had previou sly used-includ
ing a sloper and a bobtail b id irectional broadside
curtain-in provid ing a strong, steady signal for
tape record ing.

On 40 meters. good results have been obtained
in working European stations. I seem to be one of
the earli est stations west of the Eastern seaboard
to hear and work Europe. North American QRM,
other than from VE1-VE2 and Wl-W2 areas, appears
to be atten uated to a worthwhile degree.

The design parameters chosen for th is array
were conservative. By increas ing the and / or
spacing, considerab ly higher gain can be achieved.
Although the array is not small, it has not turned
out to be troub lesome to raise and maintain, except
for gett ing the main support lines up and clear.
Similar arrays for 80 or even 160 meters wou ld not
be unreasonable. For MARS use, or if addit ional
hambands become availab le, the LPQA's broad
band characteristics offer many advantages.

I would appreciate hea ring from others who con-
struct LPQA's. _

The Powerlarm (from page 47)

larm is most useful. An intruder may pull the main
switch to your house so that he can discon nect
power being suppl ied to li ghts or various security
guards which do not have a no-b reak power supply .
A glance out the bedroom window to see if any
other li ghts are visible wil l he lp establish whether
the power outage is local or covers a neighborhood
area. At any rate, you are forewarned.

The Powerlarm also serves a useful func tion when
trying to locate a ci rcuit breaker or fuse which con
trols a specific outlet you wish to disconnect in
order to work on it. Plug the Powerlarrn into the
outlet and switch off the circuit breakers one by
one until you hear the buzzer sound off. And if you
plug the Powerlarm into th e same receptacle as
your deep freeze, you 'll be able to tell when you've
lost power to that unit. You may not notice for days
that the external freezer panel light has gone out
and that could mean the possib le loss of all yo ur
frozen food and meats as the temperature rises
above the safe deep freeze point.

The Powerlarm can be left plugged in permanently
and dissipates about 3 watts power, th e same as an
electric clock. The Powerlarm can be easily as
sembled in an evening for a total cost of under
$6.00. It only has to work on ce to pay for itself
many times ove r. _

On A Clear Day (from page 46)

that 'sneaky' - in your actions, I should say that
you have been where things of great interest and
dramatic impact have been occurring . Would you
ca re to tell me what they we re ?"

" I guess you might say that I have been at the
site of our newest ' repeater.' Now speaking of re
peaters ... we have a pretty active one in the
basement. You might tell Thumbs what you told me
about having to be up high to rea lly produce,
though. She doesn 't know that. "

"Y h ' ? "ou mean s e s ....
" Yes, she's! I have just come from the OB Ward.

Several little feline offsprings have begun to appear
there. There are certain tradit ional results from
over-socializing on fox hunts, yo u know. You might
say it was 'CFAR' all the way. too ... Cute Felines
Arriving Rap id ly, Get it? When I left, things were
what you in that ' Q Code' would call about ' ten
four.' But things were happening pretty fast. She had
an awful lot o f help on that Fox Hunt. From what I
saw, I think yo u'll be able to get on that other re
peater and tell th em that it looks like W9LC will
soon be up to Ten Twenty!" -

S.S.B. Theory (from page 43)

to the transmitter's abilities to reduce the carrier
and unwanted sideband. Also, the terms "upper
sideband transmission" and " lower sideband trans
mission" refer to which sideband the transmitter
does not reject.

It is, however, not my purpose in writi ng this
arti cle to go into great detail about the actual
makeup of single sideband syste ms. I do hope that,
in presenting this alternate explanation, 1 may have
shown th at sing le sideband theory isn't complete ly
senseless. -

Multi-Band Traps (from page 30)

jX ,. " " f,.o = - jK., cotan 84° = - j K", <+0.105)
ohms

Plugging in our respective K..,'s for the two mono-
poles, we get,

jX " t ,•• = - j560.32(+ 0.105) = - j5B.B34 ohms
[X , t ,•• = - j340.10(+ 0.105) = - j35.710 ohms
Recalling that a linear antenna seems to act, at

least in terms of its impedance behavior with fre
quency within a single ham band, like a series LC
ci rc uit, we see that we indeed obtain a capacitive
reactance on the low frequency side of resonance
l ike that predicted for such " c i rcuit." At the high
frequ ency band limit of 4.000 MHz, the frequency
proportionality is now 4.000 MHz/3.750 MHz, so
our analogue line length h O becomes 1.067 X 90°,
or 96.000 electrical degrees. Now equation (1.0-3.)
tells us,

[X,.. " .. f. ,.. = - jK. cotan 96.000°
= - jK. (- 0.105) ohms

On the high frequen cy band limit the sign of
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cotangent 96.000 degrees flipped sign on us in the
trig tables, so that minus times minus operation
gets us,

jKm" ., f. ,•• = - j560.32(-0.105) = + i58.834 ohms
jK. " " f.". = - j340.10(-O.10S) = + j3S.710 ohms
Again , these inductive input reactances at the

high frequency band edge look broadly ok as pre
dicted from the series LC circuit idea. But notice a
funny thing : the fat conductor monopole of K, (2)

equal to 340.10 ohms gives us less input reactance
at either band edge than that obtained for the
skinny wire conductor monopole. Let's see what
this means in terms of v.s.w.r. in the fifty ohm coax
feeding our two monopoles on Eighty meters.

Oh oh! One reader just shouted , " Wait a darn
minute there, OM! Those pure reactive impedance
answers will give a v.S.w.r. ratio of infinity-to-one in
that feed coax!" That reader is so right, but it was
said we were being sneaky here. When we started
out we just threw away the radiation resistance R,
of the monopole, and the ohmic QTH loss Rn. How
could we get away with such a high-handed trick?
Well , over the total frequency width t" Oh, f 'n of any
assigned h.t, amateur band, the radiation resistance
R, and ohmic loss An change so little in value that
we can regard them from a practical viewpoint as
constants. It is only the [x., reactive part of the an
tenna's complex input impedance which flies all
over the place, madly changing value if we change
r.t. frequency , change antenna co nductor diameter,
change guy wires, etc. You name it! It is the reac
tive part whi ch we have to be mighty careful about
in our antenna design in order to make our sky
wires put out optimum strength signals on the air.

(To Be Continued)

ca Reviews (from page 25)

but no doubt their life would be extended by keep
ing the input to no higher than 160 watts on c.w.

Keying characteristics are very much to my liking
-just hard enough to make for good copying with
out any key cli cks being evident. A.l.c. action on
s.s.b. is effective, requiring considerable careless
ness to splatter one's neighbors.

Harmonic radiation is rated by Kenwood at better
than 40 db down from the output signal. Measured
harmonic levels varied from 47 db down to 52 db
down , depending on band. Carrier suppression was
48 db down and sideband suppression was 56 db
down. Pretty good figures in anyone's book.

The r.t. speech processor operates at a frequency
of 455 kHz. It is definitely effective, and can make
the difference between solid and partial copy under
crowded band conditions. Kenwood claims a low
distortion level for this system, which is true. They
also claim that it will not deteriorate the tonat qual
ity of the vo ice. Thi s claim is also true up to about
10 db of compression level.
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Beyond that level, tonal quality changes drastic
ally. Friends with whom you communicate regularly
may find the change so drastic that they will ask you
to turn off the processor. I have not found any r.t.
processor unit that I did not find objectional as
regards tonal quality at the higher compression
levels. I say this so that you won't think I'm picking
on Kenwood. If you are using some r.f. processing
now, it may explain why your friends think someone
is bootlegging your call.

Is the TS-820 worth the money? Yes, indeed, com
paring features versus price, it's a good value in
today's market. Would it be worth my trading in a
TS-520 to get it? Yes and no, depending on your
style of operating. I personally have a love affair
with my TS-520. While some of its shortcomings
have been eliminated in the design of the TS-820
and the latter.has some luxury features that are not
available with my TS-520, the TS-520 is more than
adequate for my operating habits. A little s.s.b. and
a little c.w. in moments of relaxation is my style. If
I were an ardent DXer or contest operator the extra
edge afforded by the T8-820 design would be worth
every dime. If you choose the T8-820, rest assured
you will not come up a loser. •

Trindade Island (from page 19)

noise; even our frequent schedules with PY2FlQ
in San Paulo were unsuccessful. Our maximum
hourly contact rate on 20 meters reached 200 QSOs
per hour on voice and 150 contacts per hour on
code.

Band openings to certain regions, notably the
Western United States and Oceania, were severely
limited. Nevertheless, a moderate number of con
tacts were made with stations in these areas. Un
fortunately, because of our unexpectedly early
arrival and departure, many DXers " missed the
boat. " Our abrupt disappearance caused consider
able concern and speculation about our fate
amongst DXers. The rumors, we are told, ran the
gamut from rig failure to a shipwreck and similar
catastrophies.

In addition to the aforementioned accomplish
ments of the DXpedition, I should point out a few
of our more dubious distinctions. We spent more
than six days on a ship for tess than one day of
operation. We both acquired mild sunburns and
mild colds. J learned three words of Portuguese:
obrigado (thank you) and cinco-nove (five-nine).
And finally, we have gained enough memories to
last a lifetime.

In concluding, we would like to say obrigado to
the following people for their valuable assistance :
PY1CGM , PY20Y, PY1AFA, PY1DMO, Lucia Alves,
the Brazilian Navy, the Commander of Trindade, the
authorities of Dentel, and Rolf's XYL, Kitty. We are
both eager to return to Trindade for an encore. _
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Even if you buy your trap antennas,
understanding how they work can help
you make beffer decisions.

The Multi-Band
Trap Antenna Part II

BY JOSEPH M. BOYER' . W6UYH

Part I. in which the author set th e stag's fo r an
understanding of mult i-band trap ante nnas by an
analogy to transmission lines, appeared in February
ca. In part II he discusses the reacti on of the an
tenna upon itself, and upon lumped reactance.

N ow we wilt just reverse our ea rlie r action and re
sto re th ose discarded resistive par ts R. and An in
our input im pedance, putting t hem in series with our
newly found jX reactance values. Th is is easy wi th
regard to th e H, part. Every naturally resonant A/4
monopol e ever constructed since the fi rst g rowling
spark c.w. signal fl ashed into the ether possessed a
radiation resistance H, ve ry close to 36 ohms in
val ue. The Rn ohmic part is a bi t different in nature,
so we will defer consideration of it for a bit longer.

Fig. 2 shows a Smith impedance chart which
represents a coaxial transmission line whose char
acteristic impedance Z. equals fjfty ohms feeding
our two monopoles. (See now why we used K. in
stead of Z. to represent our analogue line?). The
vertical line from top to bottom is calibrated in
values of pure resistive ohms. At the chart center on
the R line we have an impedance value of R + jX
= 50 + jO ohms, or a perfect impedance match
point yielding a v.s.w.r. of 1.0:1 in fifty ohm coax.

Now the chart is printed on the page so that the
chart notation is upside down. That's perfectly ok.

•Antenna Consultant
17302 Yukon, Suite 63, Torrance, CA 90504

because the point R + jX = 0 + jO ohms is then
located at the very bottom on the inside rim edge
of the chart. Th at impedance point will temporarily
rep resent the input terminals 1, 2 of our monopole
at 1.. when it is not radia ting. Adjacent to this 0 + jO
poin t (representi ng a short c i rc uit) we see a zero
marked on the very ou te rmost electrica l distance
scale wh ic h is labeled Wavelengths Toward Gen
era to r (W.T.G.) . It c limbs ci rcu la rly c lockw ise
around the chart and again, adjacent to each of its
cal ibrated A = hO1360° poi nts of distance (along
the line or antenna) we see points of pure inductive
reac tance t jX located rig ht on the inside rim scale
of the chart when it is upside down. The pure reac
tive inside rim scale ends at the top of the chart at
the point -+- jX equals infinity. Adjacent to this in
finite inductive reactance point we see that the
W. T. G. scale is marked 0.250 wavelengths. That
0.250 A point rep resents both terminal 7 at the very
top end of the monopole and the "output terminal "
of the analogue line.

From that top point on the Smith chart, if you inch
a hair more distance beyond 0.250 A on that W.T.G .
scale, the sig n of the pure reactance marked on the
inside rim edge flips to a minus and you have
entered the region of capacitive reactance, as the
upside down printing on the chart tells us over on
the right hand side. Again , you observe that - jX
changes from - j Infinity at the top down to - jO
ohms at the bottom point. where the W.T.G. dis
tance scale is marked 0.500 A.

March,1977 • CO • S1
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Fig. 2-Calculated input impedances for each of two naturally resonan t )./4 monopole antennas plotted on Smith
chart representing fifty -ohm coaxial cable feed . Monopole K""" conductor is # 10 gauge wire; Monopole Km"""
conductor is 4.0 inch diameter tubing . End input impedances are those for each monopole radiating as wefl as

operating in a RII :::: 10-ohm lossy rs, environment.

Now, for our non-radiating monopole case, those
reactances we just calculated are shown marked
as points on the inside rim edge scale. With the
chart upside down, the points obtained for the high
frequency band limit are located on the left as in
duct ive reactance ; those for the low frequency limit
on the right as capac itive reactance. The reac
tances for the ski nny wire monopole are indicated
with smal l case x's: those for the fat monopole as
small ci rc les o r dots. Band frequency and K.. in
dicators are marked next to these reactance po ints.
II we now place our known va lue of R. in series with
eac h of these reactive points obtained, they travel
upward along those dashed constant reactive l ine
paths, and all stop movement wh en they encounter
the ci rc ular line representing 36 ohms of resistance.
Only the points of impedance for the band center
frequency f. lay over each other, moving up with the
add ition of R. to end at a Z ,. " = 36 --+- jO ohms on
the pure resisti ve center line. The impedance points

for 3.500 and 4.000 MHz eno up in a no-man's land
of complex impedance (both R and -+ jX) outside
that " magic" 2:1 v.s.w.r. circ le marked on the chart.
That 2:1 v.s.w.r. circle is " magic" to the modern day
amateur for the following reason: unlike old time
ham rigs which could use almost any random hunk
of chicken wire as an antenna, modern commer
cially-bui lt ham rigs will not load full output power
into a feed line having much more than a 2 :1 v.S.w.r.
Of course we love those beautiful, shi ny, com
puterized, digital-dial read-out, miniaturized won
ders with their bells and whistles. But that is why we
must revere that 2 :1 circle on the chart when it
comes to our antennas these days. Now, back to
the chart.

We wanted v.S.w.r in our fifty-ohm coax line. Ok,
the v.s.w.r. for the 3.750 MHz band center imped
ance is easy to obtain because there is no reac
tance at thi s frequency. For both our monopoles,
VSWR is just,
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50 n
VSWR = 36 0 = 1.39 : 1 (f.)

Getting V.S. W. f . in the feed lin e at 3.500 MHz and
4.000 MHz gives us a bit o f a problem due to the
co mplex im pedance at those f requencies. We could
get fancy here and go to the bother of calculati ng
what is called the complex reflection coeffic ient.
and then get v.s.w. r from it. Most working antenna
engineers don't bother; they use a lazy man's way
to ge t V.S. W, r. when the impedance on the chart is
complex: put th e pin end of a drawing compass
into the chart cente r point of 50 + jO ohms, then
pullout the penc il end and put its tip on say the
3.500 MHz impedance point fo r the radiating (b ut
ohmic loss free) monopole of K.. ", . At this radi us a
ci rcle is lightly drawn on the chart. The point where
such penc il ci rcle cuts the pu re resistive axis below
the center point is "eye balled" in value. Doing this
gives a pure resist ive in tercept of about 13.5 ohms
for the K.. '" skinny monopo le at 3.500 MHz, so

50 n
VSWRK = -13 5 = 3.7:1 (f ,•• )

"' '' , . n
Using th e same lazy man 's technique for the

radiating but ohmi c loss free fat monopole at 3.500
MHz gives us a resistive axis inte rcept of about 20.5
ohms, o r a v.s.w.r. of abo ut 2.44:1. If we had used
the resist ive axis intercept above the chart ce nter
(A larger than 50) and carried ou t the indicated
division we would have v.s.w.r. goi ng from 1.0:1
down to values less than 1.0. That is the way our
Brit ish cousins and some Europeans figu re v.s.w.r.
It means the same thing, but ca n confuse us Yan
kees someti mes at first gl ance.

Again we see that the fatter K... .., radiating mon o
pole gives us a lower v.s.w.r value at the low fre
quency band l imit th an its skinnier counte rpart. Thi s
ill ustrates a ve ry important fact from antenna theory
wh ich says that larger diameter antenna conducto rs
change reactance at a slower rate ( ll. X/ .6. f) with
freq uency and therefo re give a broader impedance
frequency bandwidth fo r a given limiting va lue of
v.s.w. r. than skinny antenna conductors. What mys
terious factor in our simple calculations here causes
that effect to be seen? The neat value of antenna
K.. Dr. Scbelkunott worked out fo r us to use.

Now we must consider the other ohmic loss term
Rn . Everytime an antenna man eyes that term he
winces inwardly ; half of his time is spent fighting to
keep it small; still it always exists in the real world
of antennas. The ohmic environmental loss va ries
from QTH to QTH even for identical antennas. Dis
cussing it could fill a text book. Here we can only
note that in a " typical" US soi l environment, using
about six >" / 4 radials and high conductivity antenna
conductors, a " ball park" value fo r An at the lower
HF ham frequency bands would be about 10 ohms.
If we now put this additional 10 ohms in series wi th
H, in ou r calcu lated antenna input impedance to
get 2 ,,, '1 ~, = 36 + 10 + jX ohms, this added " rea l"

part of 10 ohms pushes all our calculated imped
ance points a bi t farther along those little dashed
constant reactance curves to stop on the R equals
46 ohm circular li ne, and a bit closer to the chart
center. We see that adding non-radiating ohmic
loss also lowers feed line v.s.w.r. in this case (but
that is a poor way to lower antenna v.s.w.r.!). Now
that our fatter, natu rally resonant mon opol e is radi
at ing and operating in an environment possessing
a reali st ic ohmic loss, its 2 1,, '1 ~ , im pedance has al
most reac hed our magi c 2:1 c irc le at the 3.500 MHz
band edge. Unfortunately, thi s is not true for the wire
monopole.

Someone says, "Hey, my pencil drawn circle
through th e impedance at the low band limi t also
cu ts right through the impedance point for the high
band limit. Do real world antennas have pretty, sym
metrical impedance curves like that , spaced equally
on either side of t, ?" Uh ... no ! Not quite! In our
calculations we didn't include a lumped capacity
which always exis ts between th e base end of a mon o
pole and, via the dielect ric constant of the base in
sulator, to th e ground plane. This lumped ca pacity
is connected in paralfel ac ross the series input im
pedance of the monopole. What it does is to " skew'
the shape of the 2 ,,, curve with frequency about f" so
th at the magnitude of 2 ,,, at ' ,....- is not eq ual to that at
f l l l ~I" with just a change of reactance sign." The use of
a hollow base insulator as well as tapers in the con
ductor at the feed point can reduce this effect so that
in well designed antennas it is minimal at n.t. The
same thing happens in a ce nter fed doublet from the
lumped ca pacity across the feed insulator.

The Antenna Reaction Upon Itself And On
Lumped Reactance

If we give a smal l child some adult gadget like a
wind-up alarm clock to play with, th e chi ld invariably
sta rts trying to take it apart. This inbo rn human in
sti nct is intelligent and commendable-it eventually
res ults in a better understanding of how things work.

When we try to take a 'A /4 monopole apart we just
end up with a number of shorter lengths of antenna;
in terms of the analogue of the antenna, we then have
a collection of electrically shorter transmission li ne
sections h, + h, + h, + ... h. which all add up to
a total h" of 90 degrees. The natural question which
arises in our minds is this : how do each of these in
dividual short sec tions of the total antenna end up
inte rac ting reac tively on one another to produce an
input reactance jX,,, ,! :: ' = jO ohms as resonance?

It turns out that the answer to th is seemingly ac
ademic question is an important step along the road
to easy design not only of the Morgan trap antenna,
but many other kinds as well. Let' s take a look at this
problem. To do so won't require a lot of analogue

S Also, the radiation resistance R< is slightly larger on
the f.,.. side of f., than on the f,.... side, and this adds
to non-symmetry in Z,•.
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line sections ; just two will do. Suc h line dissection
is shown in fig , 1 (c), All we have done is to cut the
single analogue transmission line section of Fig.
1(b) into two shorter length sections h, and h. A
new terminal, 3, now appears on the conductor as
the " output" terminal of the left hand line section
h, and directl y below it a corresponding ground
terminal, 4, A new terminal ,S, on the conductor now
represents an " input" terminal for the right hand
line sec tion h, and directly below it a companion
ground terminal, 6. All that the dual listing of Km

under both of the line sections means is that the
line charac te ristic impedance is of the same value
in both. The total elec trical length h" = h. + h, of
the analogue line is sti ll 90.000 degrees, although
h- and h. may be proportioned any way we like
as long as they sum up to thi s specified total length.
Oh yes, there is a little dashed line conductively
co nnec ti ng terminals 3 and 5 together. It represents
a wire " pig tail" lead of " zero" electrical length.
Right now let's just reach out and break that pig
tail lead so that terminals 3 and 5 are temporarily
insulated from one another.

Now we know from our previous exercise with
the ),. /4 monopole, that when we look into the input
terminals of an RF transmission line stub section
when its output terminals are open circuited, equa
tion (1.0-3.) will give us the reactanve jX I ~ () present
at the input terminals of such stub line. The "out
put " terminals 7 and 8 of line section h, are obvi
ously open c irc uited, so if we look into the input
terminals of thi s right hand line section we should
see,

jX 11I (', ' " = - jK II L cotan he Ohms
Because we set a limit on the total line length hO

at frequency 1.., the right hand side line section h,
just has to be less than 90 degrees at 1.. at least,
unless the line section h, ceased to exist by making
its length equal to zero degrees. Therefore, if the
length of section h. is more than zero degrees
long, the input reactance jX j ll (', ~l of the rig ht hand
line section will always come out as a capacitive
reactance jX11I " . , ; in other words, line section h,
(representing the upper section of the monopole)
will always look like a condenser connected across

I the " output" terminals of the left hand line section
h, (when we put our pig tail wire back in place) .
That sure seems strange. because we also know
that if we move over to the left and look into the
line terminals 1 and ground 2, jX1n "" always comes
out to be jO ohms there when the total h" equals 90
electrical degrees. Somehow that first line section
h. does something to cancel out the capacitive re
actance jK,n cotan h, at its " output" terminals no
matter how the lengths 01 the two line sections are
proportioned. To amplify our mental attack on this
idea, let's employ a " thinking equation" at this
point wh ich could took like this :

ilK. SOMETHING h,) + (- jK. cotan h,)
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= jO.OO ohms
Peering at the above relation, we see that if j(K...

SOMETHI NG h,) had the same absolu te magn itude
as iKoncotan h, but an opposite reactive sign, then
the two terms would add up algebraically to jO
ohms, We know that a co il and co nde nser co n
nected in series will do that when their + jX,. and
- jx, have the same electrical size in ohms at f•.
Therefore, in such approach the j(K.. SOM ETHING
h,) term could be made to look like a series induc
tive reactance to its "condenser" load. This idea is
sketched in fig . 1 (d) . Now one way to make a
transmission line section look like a series induc
tance is to change the first term in our " thinking
equation" so it looks like this :
[K; tan h, -I- (-jK. cotan h:) = jO ohms, (1 .0-4.)
or,
jK. tan h, = jK. cotan h"
and even,
jK. tan h. t h
- jK. - = co an , (1.0·5 .)

Notice that in equation (1.0-4.), when h, and h,
add up to either less or more than 90 electrical
degrees, the answer becomes fi nite in magnitude
and flips in reactive sign to go capac itive or induc
tive in reactance. But that is just what ou r equation
(1 .0-3.) did with the ),, /4 monopole on either side of
1.. ; therefore, equation (1.0-4.) converts into equation
(1 .0-3.) when h, goes to zero degrees in length. Now
we can see how a naturally resonant ),,/4 monopole
reacts on itself, length by length, to " resonate it
self" at t.: or become plus or minus reactive on
either side of f... However, ou r equation (1.0-5.)
seems kind of du mb. It just says, " Tell me how long
h. is, and I'l l tel l you'how long h, is," But we already
know the answer to that question by means of first
grade arithmetic; say h, equals 47.000 deg rees .
Obviously then, h, = 90° _ 47.000° = 43,000 de
grees . What do we need this more compl icated
equation for? It merely echo 's: tan 47.000° = cotan
43.000'

Wel l, now let's become sneaky agai n. What if we
opened up that gap between terminals 3 and 5 and
inserted there a coil whose inductive reactance at
3.750 MHz was equal to + j150 ohms? Because
we've al l played with electrically short, coil loaded
mobile whip antennas, we see that this is what we
would create here : a coi l loaded monopole, with
the " load ing coil " located at an electrical height
h. of 47,000 electrical degrees from the base input
terminals. We know something else, too : that top
line section h, can not remain at 43.000 electrical
degrees if we wish to obtain a resonant jO ohms in
put reactance at 3.750 MHz. Our new coil loaded
monopole and its equivalent analogue line is shown
in fig . 1 (e) and (f) . Now we know we must shorten
the electrical length h, of our monopole top con
ductor section, but by just how much? Let's try
using our new found equation (1.0-4.) to get an



answer, by sticking th at known coil rea ctance In

series with the other terms.
jK", Ian h, + j150.00 + (- j cotan h.)

= jO.OO ohms (f.)
Also, let 's reach back and use our K...", of 560.32

oh ms representing ou r skinny number 10 gage wire
monopole. Plugging in that K.. va lue, pl us our
known length h, of 47.000", we get:

j560.32 tan 47.000' + j 150.000 + (-j560.32
cotan h:) = jO.OO ohms (to)

j560.32 (1 .0724) + j150 + (-j560.32 colan h.)
= jO.OO ohms (f.)

or,

j560.32 (L0724) ± j150,000 _ colan h . -
j560.32 -.-

740.887
560.32 = 1.340 (f.)

cotan -11.340 = 36.731 0 (at t)
Is that correct? Let's stick our found length fo r

top section h, back in and see:
j560.32 (1.0724) + j150.00 + (-j560.32 colan

36.731") = jO.OO (t)
j750.887 + (-j560.32 X 1.3401) = jO.OO (f.)
j750.887 + (-j750.887) = jO.OO (f.) ohms.
Now we can go into the coil loaded mobile whip

business if we wish. We just specify how high in
electrica l deg rees h, we will place our loading coil
of so many + jX ohms. from the base input terminals
of th e whip; ca lculate the whip conducto r K.. from
(1.0-1.) on the band of interest , and th en ou r modi
fied eq uation (1.0-4.) and its conversion (1.0-5.) tell s
us how long electrical ly our top conductor section
must be to get resonance. A read er says, " Sure,
and you can tu rn it around and use it to solve for
the need ed loading coil reactance + j x, wh en yo u
know coil height hi, and top sec tion length h.," He
pauses a minute, and th en adds, " And it even works
fo r co il base loading wh en yo u let h, go to zero
degrees." Th at reader is so right! Another OM o ut
th ere pops up with, " Are n't we working a bit too
hard? I mean , if K". is unifo rm in value in both line
section hi and h-, wh y don't we just d ivide throug h
by K.. and get rid of it to make our equat ion even
more simple." Ok, let's do th at :
jK. tan h, ± jXc.±(- j K. cotanh.) jO.OO ohms (f .)

jK. jK. jK.

tan h, +~~ + (- cotan h,) = jO.OO ohms (f ..) (1.0-6.)

The above equation is still perfectly vali d, except
now we would have to multiply the final answer (if
other than jO.OO ohms at resonant freq uency t) by
K. ohms to make it come out in the actual value of
ohms. As it stands, the above eq uation is in normal
ized form: normalized with respect to the antenna
or analogue line's K• . Normalization is just a fancy
word for the process engineers use in making it less
work to calculate impedances in ci rc uits, anten nas,
and RF transmission lines. It is another "lazy man's"
trick. except that this one in no way reduces ac
curacy as our other compass and eyeballing rests-

tive values to get v.s.w. r. did.
Wel l, we have warmed up our trig and algebra,

and old Mister Sprinkle back in H.S. 59 would be
proud of us for th at , but what the heck has the sub
jec t of shorte ned. coil load ed ante nnas got to do
with the Morgan multi-band trap ante nna?

Sorry OM's, but I've been kinda sneaky again
here! We have just completed the electrical design
of a two band Morgan trap antenna made of num
ber 10 gage copper wire! It is operating on the
eighty meter ham band, resonant on 3.750 MHz. On
eighty meters. its fo rty meter "quarter wave" bot
tom conductor section h, ended up being only
47.00 electrical degrees in length. That 150 ohm
series " loading coil " turns out to be what the fo rty
meter parallel LC trap looks like at the frequency
3.750 MHz.

What we were actually doing was solving to ob
tain the needed electrical length of the next con
ductor section h, located above the non-resonant
forty meter band trap in order to make the entire
eighty meter monopole section of the two band
Morgan end up resonant at 3.750 MHz. Notice that
h. + h, representing the total electrical lengths of
the Morgan conductors no longer add up to 90
electri cal degrees as they did before in the na turally
resonant 'A /4 monopole at t., Instead , in ou r skinny
wi re mon opole, that off-resonant fo rty meter band
trap added 6.27 electrical degrees to our Morgan on
eighty meters ; We had to remove that amount of
elect rical degrees from ou r conduc tor length above
that trap, th erefo re to make our Morgan resonant at
3.750 MHz. In ou r fatter mon op ole of K~" ", the same
150 ohm magni tude of series trap inductive reac
tance, located at th e preci sel y same electri cal
height h. from the base input terminals of the mon o
pol e, would require h, to be only 33.455 electri cal
degrees in conductor length ; the same non reson ant
trap would have added 9.45 electrical degrees to
the fat monopol e o n eighty meters. You will f ind out
late r th at this " loading" effect by the traps, when
non-reson ant, places a limita tion on the perfor
mance of the Morgan antenna when any band sec
tion of it is compared to that of a naturall y resonant
mon opole fo r that band us ing identical conductor
diameter d = 2 a. But we will learn how to make
th is limitation minimal wi th ou r new-found sneaky
ways.

Now we are armed; ou r design muscle has grown;
we are now getting a feel for this ante nna / trans
mission line analogue tool. We are now ready to I
take on a Morgan trap antenna covering al l t he ham
bands from ten to eighty mete rs and make it play
correctly. It is just a matter of repeating the process
we used here, band-by-band, st ringing all those
band traps and conductor sections in series as "the
foot bone's connected to the ankle bone. and the
ankle bone" on and on . When we reach the "head

( Con tinued on page 72)
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A.M. Is Not Dead (from page 57)

stand in line to get to use the repeater and then get
told how to use it.

Now, a.m. is fun; it is not a nostalgia trip for a
bunch of old fogies-there are plenty of young fel 
lows on who are smart enough to rea lize that you
don't need a fat wa llet to enjoy amateur radio. They
have discovered the tremendous, almost lost, sat
isfaction to be had from building the! r own rigs and
actually using them on the air to talk with other
amateurs with the same interests. Much air time is
spent not just on the technicality of producing
" broadcast quality" a.m. but in tracking down
sources for the high power transmitter components
we can no longer buy over the counter. (Even if we
could, the prices would be out of this wo rld.) This
is why "flea markets" and salvage yards are so
popular with these fellows who build. This is why
so much old fashioned horse-trading takes place.

A.M. And The S.W.L.
You know, if you stop to think, a.m. is what the

s.w.l. listens to, not s.s.b. It is astounding to learn
how many present day a.rn. stations on 75 and 160
have gotten letters and 'phone calls from short wave
listeners. No smal l number of these s.w.I. 's become
amateurs because listening to a.m. is their introduc
tion to amateur radio. Could the proliferation of
s.s.b. be a significant factor in the failure to attract
newcomers to amateur radio? Don't knock a.m.,
use it properly, in the right part of each band. Re
member the dire predictions that RTTY would
spread all over the bands when f.s.k. was first au
thorized on the h.f. bands? Well, it didn't happen.
RTTYers stuck close to agreed frequencies and they
still do. The same thing is happening on 75. Just
about all a.m. stays between 3850 and 3900, and
many s.s.b. operators respect this and move away
from the few a.m. QSO's in progress. (There is
enough space for all.)

To say it again, Harry, a.m. is not dead. Don't let
the FCC and the ARRL sweep it under the rug under
the guise of "deregu lation." Let's keep this basic
kind of radio, the radio of a.m. broadcasting, alive
by local radio club activity, by active horse trading
in old components, by letting magazine editors
know that you want to see articles on a.m. Amateur
radio can still be fun!

•

Multi-Band Trap Ant. (from page 55)

bone" on our last band of coverage, we're through.
Well yes, there are sti ll a few minor matters yet

to be covered: how to design band traps in terms of
thei r Q and LlC ratio; how to convert conductor
sections first found in electr ical length over to co n
ductor length in feet when the conductor rad ius is
taken into account. Also, in the process, we will
simplify the steps a bi t more so things will be even
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easier to work out. We wi ll have to do all that, how
ever, in parts III and IV, as space just ran out. Oh,
and I promise you this: no more sneaky tricks from
here on out. •

(To Be Continued)

DXosis Okinawa- Style (from page 18)

Ocean stations, you might t ry the Pacifi c Inter
Island Net that meets on 14305 at 0800 GMT.

Now that you Dxosis patients have worked al l
that OX, how do you go about getting confirmations
for your contacts? What is the best method to as
sure a hig h percentage of returns on aSLs? I wish
I knew the answer to this one! I do share with you
a method that has netted me over 90% returns from
KA60E. My procedure is simply th is. The same day
I wo rk a new coun try, I prepare a QSL card and
place it in a business size air mai l envelope with
suff icient International Reply Coupons for the sta
ti on operator to purchase sufficient postage for air
mai l retu rn of my ca rd. IRCs cost 26¢ each at your
fri endly Post Office or are sometimes available for
15¢-20¢ each from QSL managers. If a station is
located in a count ry that does not honor IRCs you
might send him one large green stamp (a US dollar)
and tell him you hope th is deflated piece of cu r
rency will pay for his postage. I also include a
self-addressed air mail envelope on wh ich I have
typed my name, address and callsign. I also type on
the OX station's retu rn address. You will never know
how much OX stations appreciate this li ttl e favor.
OX stations spend much time in address ing QSLs
and every little thi ng you can do to save them time
will increase your percentage of returns. You have
read a lot about the great success rate of some US
operato rs who adorn their envelopes with those big,
beautiful commemorative stamps. I do not do th is
because it only draws attention to the envelope and
a few postal workers in some countries are known
to be stamp co llectors. I know! Th ey have many of
my commemoratives from earlier yea rs. I also sus
pect that some of them have paid parts of thei r food
bills with my IRCs. So, keep the envelope business
like and do not draw attention to amateur radio on it.

I hope this article has been of interest to those of
you who have just recently contacted OXosis. As I
said in the beginning, I ce rtainly do not have al l the
answers on how to build your OXCC total. However,
I did have a great time operating as KA6DE these
last 15 months, and it has been fu n shari ng these
ideas with you. My OXosis problems have dimin
ished as of August 1975 when I retu rn to The World
for a new assignment at Lowry AFB, Colorado. As
my premedical student roommate knew, all skin
problems subside only to return agai n, so will my
OXosis. However, I am not really that concerned
about my disease. As a matter of fact I really enjoy
having OXosis. I hope you do too. •



Aclose look a' 'he electrical na'ure
01 lumped Le 'rap circui,s.

The Multi-Band
Trap Antenna Part III

BY JOSEPH M. BOYER* , W6UYH

T his paper discusses the function and design of
the multi-band trap antenna invented by Howard K.
Morgan t in 1940. Up to this point, a picture of this
periodically resonant antenna as a collection of
single band naturally resonant radiators. isolated
from one another by parallel resonant LC circuits.
magically snapping "open" and "shut " like switches
activated by frequency sensitive gremlins, has been
avoided.

Instead, in Part I, a method was introduced to
permit conversion of any antenna into its equivalent
r.t. transmission line. This simple concept was then
used in Part II as a 1001 to inspect the calculated
input impedance behavior of two monopole an
tennas which differed from one another only in
conductor diameter. In one case the two monopoles
functioned as naturally resonant quarter-wave verti
cal antennas ; in the second case, a "loading coil"
was inserted in series with each monopole at an
electrical height of 47 degrees above the input
terminals, and the influence 01 such coil 's react
ance on the monopole was inspected quite closely
at a center frequency of 3.750 MHz. It turned out
that when we were through , we had " inadvertantly"
designed a two band Morgan antenna. The " loading
coil " reactance had originated from the Morgan
forty-meter-band trap operating out of resonance on
eighty meters. In the process we had worked out
the basic steps necessary to design, analyze, and
understand the func tion of such multi-band
antennas.

In this part of the paper, the electrical nature of

•Antenna Consultant
17302 Yukon, Suite 63. Torrance. CA 90504

t Reference number 1, part I.
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the lumped LC trap circuits will be looked at, then
placed into the Morgan multi-band antenna and its
design carried out in progressive band-by-band
steps for coverage in the ten to eighty meter ham
bands. At the conclusion of the series, some of the
limitations inherent in the lumped LC trap , multi
band antenna will be discussed.

The Trap
In describing the impedance behavior of the

monopole antenna over the relatively narrow Ire
quency width of a single ham band, the word series
circuit was used. Although a useful te rm, the writer
always mentally bites his tongue when employing
the word circuit to describe antenna function. No
antenna is rea lly a circuit: if it were it would not
radiate at all. In a gross sense, the essential differ
ence between a true circuit composed of fumped
inductance L, lumped capacity C and ohmic loss
resistance Rn and that of any antenna is electrical
size. True circuits employed in electronic " black
boxes" are exceedingly minute in size when their
physical dimensions are compared to the wave
tenqth x of the r.f. energy flowing through them.

When, a passive device (no tubes or transistors)
composed of L, C, and R is no longer sufficiently
small in terms of the operating wavelength, it
begins to function as an RF transmission fine. All
r.f. transmission lines are antennas, radiate waves,
and thereby possess an R, term in their total im
pedance. This is the basis for all the newer type,
electrically small antennas such as the DDRR'.',

'J. M. Boyer, " Hula Hoop" , PP. 44·46. Electron ics, Janu
ary 11, 1963.

'U.S. Patents: J . M. Boyer: 3,151 ,328; 3.247,515; RE
26, 196.



the K ing ~ BAR antenna, and others. The only way
the radiation resistive term R, can be cancelled in
an r.t. transmission line is to bring another antenna
---or a set of anten nas-close enough to it to affect
its electromagnetic f ield . A lthough strange, th is is
the cor rect way to thin k about a non-radiating
coaxial transmission line: the inne r conducto r is
viewed as one antenna surround ed concentrically
by an infin ite number of other para llel. out-of-phase
antennas wh ich cancel out th e time average radia
tion resistance of the inner conductor over one
complete r.f . cycl e. In the true sense, there is no
such thing as a " shield" for radi o waves.

A true lumped LC circuit can only functi on once
to simulate a " closed" o r " open" switch. Here the
term once means " at a single RF frequency" . A
"closed" circuit switch function can be accom
plished by Land C connected in series at its sing le
resonant f requency f.,. An "open" circuit switch
function is represented by Land C connected in
parallel at the single resonant frequen cy t.. At all
other frequencies over a total RF bandwidth in
which the circ uit is sufficiently small in elect rical
size compa red to A, no circuit switch action will
occur. Off resonance, a true ci rcu it d isplays only
a rising o r falling reactance magnitude, plus of
course its ohmic loss An.

In marked contrast , an antenna or r.t. tran s
mission line may be sai d to act like a periodically
" opening" and " closing switch: that is, at an
infinite number of different r.t. frequencies, an an
tenna or transmission line keeps flipping back and
forth between a low and then a high impedance
condition. The frequencies at whi ch such "switch
ing" functions occur need not even be in harmoni c
relationship : if you connect two r.f. transmission
lines in series, each having different characteristic
impedances Z" (or K,,,), you obtain a compound
transmission llne-. Such a li ne flips back and forth
between high and low impedance at portions of the
frequency spectrum in a non-harmonic fashion .

You might say to yourself, " He certainly is mak
ing a big deal out of thi s business of lumped LC
circuits and transm ission lines!" Well, we must do
that here because we will soon connect what we
will initially assume to be an idea l lumped LC cir
cui t trap in series with a li nea r antenna. Th is is a
mating of two electrical systems of quite d ifferent
beh avior: like marrying a lion to a pussy cat.

Ok; as has been said, an ideal parallel LC ci rcui t
" opens" only once at a single resonant frequen cy f..
to yield a high magnitude of impedance Z. through

' A. W. P. King et at , " Transmission Line Missile Anten
nas, IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation,
Vol. AP-8, pp. 88-90, January 1960.

-Very High Frequen cy Techniques, Volume II, pp. 922
925, Mcaraw-Hlu Book Company, Inc., N.Y., First
Edition.

its terminals. Such parall el reson ant impedance can
be expressed by the relat ion,

(Ae- jX,.) (Ar.+ jX..)
21, = (A..+ Rd + j(X

I
• X,.) Ohms (2.0~ 1.)

In the above equation. A,· is the ohmic loss re
sistance of the ci rcuit capacitor ; AI. is the ohmic
loss resistance of the ci rcui t coil , and X, . and XI.
denote the capacitive and inductive reactances of
the capaci to r and coil respectively at the reson ant
frequency t.. In what follows, we will only consider
what may be called " good quali ty" traps: those in
which an air or vacuu m insul ated capaci to r is em
ployed. The ohmic loss R,. of a well designed air or
vacuum capac ito r is so microscopicall y small
(when protected against moisture) at high frequen
cies that it may be neglect ed in equation (2.0-1 .).
Therefo re, in high quality band traps, all ohmic cir
c uit loss resistance may be considered to reside
only in the coi l used . The coil ohmic loss resistance
is expressed as,

X,.
RI • = Q Ohms (2.0-2.)

Because we can now regard all ohmic loss to be
in the circui t coil, we can then avoid deal ing with
the complex impedance A+ jX seen in equation
(2.0- 1.), by using a more simple relation for this
the resonant parallel ci rcuit impedance : I

(XI.Pz, = A Ohms (2.0 -3.) I
"

Once we know the parallel impedance of ou r trap I
at the resonant frequency t., we may then use ZI'
to get the non-resonant trap impedance wh en it is
opera ted at a much lower freq uency f. When f is
lower than f,.. the trap will look like a series induc
tan ce. When f is di splaced from t, by a minimum
factor of 3/0, we may also conveniently forget
about coi l loss resi stance AI. and obtain that very
important trap non resonant series reactance X. by
the rel ation,

1

where M is equal to the given band operating
frequency f to trap resonant f requency I, ratio
fl f.,. We wi ll al so be using that factor M in terms of
the Changing electrical length of our Morgan con
ductors, so it is worth a second glance. Of course
ci rc ui t Q i s equa l to X r.l A L • where w e ge t
RI • fr om equation (2.0- 2) for our particular coil. As
it's a " ring arou nd " sit uation, we first ch oose Q

then get AI. afterward.
Now, a paral lel connected LC circu it operates

like th e " mirro r image" of a series connected LC
ci rcuit : its input reactance goes inductive below
th e resonant frequency f,.. and goes capacitive at
frequencies above t.. Therefore, in a Morgan an
tenna, all the traps closer to the antenna input
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terminals 1, 2 than the one resonant trap at a given
frequency band f.. ( ~) , will look like a st ring of series
loading coils spaced at certain points along the
length of that portion of the Morgan operating on
this particular band. In the " act ive" band in which
that one trap is resonant, it also displays this low
frequency side inductive, high frequency side ca
pacitive reactance behavior ; the difference is that
in the active band of the trap (a) the magnitude of
reactance is much larger than its off band X. and
(b) you can not neglect RI. in calculating suc h trap
impedance. That means you have to use "equation
(2.0-1 .) for such case.

From what has just been said , we can see that
the correct design and analysis of the Morgan trap
antenna operating ac ross many ham bands can
become very involved and difficult unless a sharp
little tool like the antenna analogue concept is put
to work to snip the total antenna into small parts
which can then be easily handled on a band-to
band step basis.

Band Trap Design

The L to C rat io and Q parameters of the parallel
resonant ci rcuits selected for the traps in a Morgan
multi-band antenna have a f irst order effect on the
final electrical lengths of its conductors and also
on its on-the-air performance. We secured an intro
duction to the conductor shortening effect of the
trap " loading coil " influence in part I. Therefo re,
we will at thi s point plunge directly into the design
of a Morgan five bander using one set of trap
parameters. Later, the effect of alternate trap para
meters will be discussed. Armed with such informa
tion, the reader may then modify his own Morgan
design accordingly. Our initial trap design here is
based on the followi ng objectives :

(1) Use of standard capacity values for the trap
condensers.

(2) Attainment of approxim ately the same paral lel
resonant trap impedance ZI' in each amateur
band.

The resonant f requency t, for each band trap wi ll
be selected in the center of each ham band from
ten to eighty meters. Our I, list will therefore be :

f"( I") = 28.850 MHz;
f.,(d - 21 .225 MHz;
1.,(2)') = 14.175 MHz ;
1,,(f<) = 7.150 MHz ;
1,,( ~,,) 3.750 MHz.

At the lowest f req uency band of coverage, eighty
mete rs, no band trap is required . Consequently, we
need only fou r t rap capacity va lues (in farads) :

C IO = 25x10· '2F; C~" 50xl0 '" F.
C, 5 = 35 X 10.12 F; C.u 100 x 10.10 F.

"The interested reader will find an excellent, lucid treat
ment of lC circuits by a down-to-earth master engineer
in F. E. Terman, " Radio Engineer's Handbook," pp.
135-171, McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc., N.Y., N.Y.
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At the above listed f,: s the capacitive reactance
-jx.-:- of the selected condense rs is found by the
relation,

- XI':::: 2~f~ (H~) C (F) Ohms

We therefore obtain the foll owing capacitive re
actance values, using three decimal place accuracy:

Xd, O) - 220.665 ohms ; X,.(15) = - 214.242 ohms;
Xd~o) - - 224.557 ohms; X, .(.,,) = - 222.594 ohms

Because we know that at resonance the magni-
tude of Xl' must equal that of the coil inductive re
actance XI" we can j ust remove the minus sign in
front of each of the capac it ive reactances obtained
and substi tute these magnitudes into the relation,

+X,
L= 2.. f,,(Hz) Henries,

to obtain the necessary calcu lated values of coil in
ductance needed in each band trap:

L,O= 1.217xl O'''H; L , 5= 1.606xl O'''H;
L:m 2.521xl0-"H; L.,,=4.945xl 0'''H.
Because of the perststance of the idea that the

trap se rves as an "antenna insulator" and must
therefore have super high Zl" the designer feels the
urge to select a very high value of trap a which
must resid e in his coil. For reasons whi ch will be
seen later, we will not do that here. Instead we will
select a reasonable val ue of 100 for all t rap coils.
Using this value of Q with each of the resonant f re
quency reactances we obtained above, we may
employ (2.0-2) to get the values of ohmic resistance
RI. predicted for eac h coil in its band of resonance.
This easy step yields,

R,.( ,,,)=2.206 ohms; Rd d 2.142 ohms;
Rt .b ,) -2.246 ohms ; Rd .,,)= 2.226 ohms.
Now that we know bot h AI. and the resonant coil

reactance XL, there is no problem in using equation
(2.0-3) to find the resonant parallel impedance Zp
offered by the traps at their t.'s:

Z"(I,,)= 2.207xl 0· ohms; ZI' ( I ~.) =2.143xl0· ohms;
Z"b .)= 2.246xl0· ohms; Z,.(. ,,) =2.226xl0· ohms.
To util ize that " coil loading" effect of the traps on

the length of the conductor sections when they are
operating at band frequencies below t; we must
also calculate the series X. inductive reactance
value produced by each trap on all the fo's lying
in the bands below its resonance. We use equation
(2.0-4.) for this little chore. Here, remember that M
is the ratio of operating frequency f to trap fo :

Ten Meter Trap (fo=28.850 MHz ; Zp= 2.207xl 0· ohms)
On f,, ( I ,,) :

M ~ 21.225/28 .850 = 0 .736
K{lfIh" = 353.801 ohms

On f"b,) :
M = 14.175/ 28 .850 = 0.491
X,(,,,b, = 142.946 ohms

On 1,,( .,,) :
M = 7.150/28 .850 = 0.248
X.(\").,, = 58.276 ohms



M ~ 3.750 /28.850 = 0.130
X' ( l ") ~O = 29.180 ohms

Fifteen Meter Trap (f., = 2 1.225 MHz; Zp=2.143xl0·

ohms)
On f"b ,) :

M '" 14 .175/21.225 = 0.668
X.( d :!') = 258.345 ohms

M = 7.150/21 .225 ~ 0.337
X.(nl tO= 81.431 ohms

M = 3.750/21.225 = 0. 177
X.(u )..., = 39.082 ohms

Twenty Meter Trap (f,,= 14.175 MHz; Zp=2.246xl 0·
ohms)

On ' ..(to) :
M = 7.150/14.175 = 0.504
X.b ,l." = 151 .883 ohms

On f" (..,) :
M = 3.750/14.175 = 0.265
X.b,)~o = 63.861 ohms

Forty Meter Trap (fo = 7.150 MHz; Z,.=2.226xl0·
ohms)
On 10 ( ~,,) :

M = 3.750/7.150 = 0.524
X.( ,,, ) ~,, - 161.049 o hms

To explore the jXh,(lt 2) on the band edges. repeat
the above calculating process, but use M = 'I".../ f" or
f h l..h lfOI to get the change in X. at each band fre
quency limit.

Monopolel Transmission Line
Characteristic Impedance K..,

When we ex plored the two monopoles in part I,
you will recall that we obta ined two diffe rent values
of Kill ; for our nu mber 10 gauge wire monopole con
ductor, K"'( l) was 560.32 ohms; for our tub ing con
ductor of 2.0 inch radius, K,,,(2) was 340.10 ohms in
value. These values of K", apply only to our two
monopoles when they are operated in the eighty
meter band. When we shift our design to any of
the other ham bands, we must calculate new Km

values for the characteri stic impedance of our an
tenn a analogue transmission line, even thoug h we
are still employing the same two conductors of fixed
physical conductor radi i. To understand this, recall
tha t in Schetkunott's equation (1.0-1.) everything is
a constant except the rati o 2(h)/a . Now, a "mono
pole" in a Morgan antenna is only that portion of
the total antenna extending from the base input
terminal s up to the trap wh ich happens to be reson
ant at a given ham band. Because the r.f. wave
length A., at each new band center is different, that
2(h)/a ratio in equat ion (1.0-1.) keeps changing
band-by-band. To account for this, we just repeat

the steps we went through in pa rt I to get K,,, on
eighty meters:

A . Calculate .\,,'=984/f,,(MHz) in the given band.
B. Get the conductor radius in degrees as

aO=a'/ .\,,'.
C. Plug the new value of a, or a, into (1.0-1),

letting 2(h) always equal 2(90)°.

When we do th is, band-by-band, st ill using our
old conductor radi i of al =4.24Sx1 0·3 ft . and a·,=1.667
x10·1 ft. , we get the resu lting table of Krn values for
each band and each monopole:

a.=4.24Sx10 " ft. a~=1.667x10 · ' ft.
K... ( .) ~,,- S60.32 ohms Kmb )...I=340.10 ohms
K"' (I),,,""'521.60 ohms Kmb ),,,=301.37 ohms
K"'(l b ,,=-480.S4 o hms Kmb b ,=260.31 ohms
K...(dl~ 456.32 ohms Kmb) I .~ =236.10 ohms
K"'(I)I,,=437.90 o hms Kmb ) I,,=217.67 ohms

Notice that the average characteristic impedance
of the monopole analogue line is largest in value at
the very lowest band frequency f,,( ~,,) , and smallest
at our highest band frequen cy f"(I"). If we had in
c luded f,,( ~) it would have dropped in value even
lower. Alright ! That does it! We now have a com
plete list of preliminary design parameters for ou r
multi-band Morgan. Sure we've worked a bit to get
them, but now its all down hill, and will be fun the
rest o f the way.

We will now use these tabulated values to climb
up our monopole, band-by-band , to obta in only one
unknown value: the electrical length of the last top
co nductor sec tion which ends in the resonant trap
on a given band . We did th is " inadvertantly" in part
I to get a two-band Morgan. T he only difference be
tween ou r old two-band Morgan and th is new five
bander we 're about to tack le is in the nu mber of
conducto rs and t raps we must j uggle. We don't
want to do this in some care less way wh ich ca n
get us mixed up.

A Check Oul Diagra.m

In science, when we deal with a problem involv
ing a number of different values of constants and a
range of variables, it's kind of nice to have a map
or diagram of each step needed along the way to
avoid making errors ; a sort of simple computer pro
gram ; after all, the pro's use them to keep fr om
gett ing m ixed up, so why shouldn't we?

Fig . 1 shows a general diagram of the Morgan
antenna in the form needed for us to c limb up the
monopole length sections and also inch around
each off- resonant trap rea ctance X" until we reach
and o btain the electrical length of the last conduc
tor section in that band 's active monopole antenna.
It isn't as bad as it looks at first glance (noth ing
ever is!). Down at the bottom, the very first ten meter
band cond uctor section is labeled h ~ ( \U) . Then, at
the top end of cond uctor hC

(, ,,) , the ten meter band
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Fig. l~a) Successive steps for "climbing" Morgan
monopole in a g iven ham band to determine last top
com.'uCIOr electrical length h~.J needed to establish
monopole resonance at a given band frequency f.1.J.
(b ) Successive sleps for " descending" monopole, after
length h·(.} has been touna , too determine input im-

pedance Z I . ( , . I )'

(Continued on page 72)

The Ten Meter Band
In using the antenna analogue tool, we always

sta rt at the bottom and climb up the antenna to
design it; then climb down again to check on the
accuracy of our answer. On ten meters we start by
finding the electrical length of h (d in degrees. Th is
step is so easy we have to restrain ou rselves from
laughing. In a Morgan t rap antenna , as we said, its

length in one fell swoop and fin ish the job. Finall y,
in fig . 1, there is one band trap which is shown as
a parallel LC circu it. That circuit rep resents the one
resonant trap in the band at which we are working .

Along the left hand side of fig . 1 is a label Al at
the very top of conductor section h (lU) . This label
Al represents the distance Al h ( 11,)/360 from that
point on the monopole down to the base terminals
1, 2 in wavelength at the operating fr equ ency. Right
near to AI there is a reactance symbol x. . It repre
sents the reactance of the antenna at the same
po int in normalized ohms. The litt le formul a next to
x, says its normalized reactive maqnituoe is equal
to the tangent of h -(I") degrees. Above the ten meter
trap another height label A~ is shown, and at the
same electrical height above the monopole base
there is another value of X~ ohms. Above these
points are more A and X labels, each of them being
equal to a little formula which shows how to reach
these points in terms of those below. Everything
ends, in terms of A and X, right at the base end of
the last conductor section h (,,) rem ain ing below
the reson ant band trap. All these A's and x's are ou r
c limb ing steps needed to obta in the length hOt,,)
band-by-band .

Finall y, over on the right hand side of the figu re
the same A and X labels appear, except that now
the little formulas are subtractions instead of addi
lions. You guessed it : those notations on the right
hand side are used to climb down the monopole
after we have obtained a calculated length lor h -(u)
in order to (a) check on the accuracy of our answer
for h (,,) in a given band in terms of whether jXl u(t. ~)

comes out very close to jO ohms and (b), to shift
frequen cy in the ban d over to the edges in order to
find out what jX I "(lo ~) calculates to be there so we
may find v.s.w.r. in our fi fty oh m feed line. As we
remember f rom part I, we first obta ined jX1"(I, ::l
then put R, (and even R!l ) in se ries to get total an
ten na 2 1 " ( 1 ' ~ ) and thus fin d v.s.w. r. Remember ; if we
don't like the answers we gel for band edge v.s.w.r.,
we can always do something like changing KU 1 (by
selection of different conducto r radii) to make things
more to our liking. This is the great thing about
" paper antennas" ; they can be " erased" and re
worked without waste of expensive tubing or trap
components. Now let's begin climbing our Morgan
to design it.
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trap is shown as a series induct ive reactance X{I"),
representin g it as out of resonance at our operati ng
f requency 1,,( ,,) . Above the ten meter band trap ex
tends another conductor for fifteen meter band
operation labeled h (d ; at its top is the fifteen
meter band trap, again shown as non resonant at
L(u) thereby inserting more inductive reactance
X.( l :.) in series with our monopole. Above the non
resonant fifteen meter trap , a short part of the next
conductor section h bol is seen. We then use our
imagination to realize that h L ,,) will also end in the
twenty meter band trap, and above that there will be
another conductor. It' s just the old string of " bones"
thing in electrical form .

However , on the one par ticul ar band fr equency
f..(,,) we are concerned with at the moment, there
will be one last conductor of unknown length h (,,)
(where n takes on the given band length in meters)
which we need to determine in electrical degrees.
If th is last conductor section turned out to be h ( I")'
we'd be ju st one band away from finishing our de
sign task ; if h (,,) represented h (,,,) we 'd get its
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x, = 3.04400

_ (tan' Xz) O
A2- 360"

'Recall how we discovered thi s " lazy man's" trick back
in our equation (1.0-5) back in part II when we were
taking a 1\ /4 monopole apart to see what made it tick.

(then:)

(75.1337)" ~ 0 20871.
360" .A2 =

h"\( I ~) = 0.250"\- Az

hA(,,,) = 0.250-0.1995 = 0.0505A

h" (l r,) = 0.0505 x 360° = 18.186°

hA ( I .~ ) = 0.250"\- A2

hAt " ~, ) = 0.250-0.2087,.\ = 0.0413A

h O ( l ~' ) = 0.0413 x 360" = 14.866°

Actually, we cou ld have used another " lazy
man 's" step just after we had obtained the reac
tance Xz at the base of the unknown length section
hO(",). Because Xe is in normalized ohms in both
monopoles we would f ind h° ft.-,) degrees immedi
atety as :
hO(d = (cotan' Xz) O
hOk -,) = (cotan' 3.0440)° = 18.186°
h O( I ~) = (cotan- Xz) O
hO( I';) = (cotar r 3.7672) ° = 14.866°

You can only pull this lazy man's step" when you
finally reach X(,,) of the last conductor sect ion
whose length hot,,) you need to find in a given band.
Also, yo u have to get the electrical height All at the
base of an intervening conductor of known elec
t rical length to climb to its top end . As we haven't
done that yet, this OM will stay in the OSO for one
more band to make sure that the gang knows not
only how to cl imb around non resonant traps but
also shinny up a known conductor length. Bye the
bye, notice how the conducto r lengths between
monopole K",( \) and K,,,b) are chang ing.

(To Be Continued)

_ (tan -. 3.0440) °
360"

I.. ~ (71.8139) " ~ 0 1995.
, 360" .

x, = 3.76720

(tan" 3.7672) °
"\z = 360"

353.801
X, = X,+ 236.10

X, = 2.2687 + 1.4985 = 3.76720

In th is last step we have reach ed the base end
of the last conductor section hO(I.') ' We notice that
the reactance x, now differs in value on our two
monopoles. To find the needed length h"( ,d in each
of the monopoles, we take the next steps indicated
inf ig.l :

Multi Band (continued from page 50)

first monopole section always "theoretically" func
tions as a naturally resonant A/4 monopole antenna

(later we will modify that word " naturally" just a
little bit) . By defining h O( lII) as being naturally reson
ant at one quarter wavelength , we know instantly
that h O( I") equals 90.000 degrees electrically at f (w).
That does it for ten meters. We 're finished (See, we
said it would be easy).

However, from here on there will be no mo re
naturally resonant A/4 sections in our Mo rgan on
any lower frequency band ; just "coil loaded" mono
poles whose total electrica l length of both the con
ductor electrical lengths and that added by the
traps below h OC,) wi ll equal 90 degrees at f,,(Il) ' A
" loaded" monopole is not naturally resonant when
its total electrical length is 90 degrees : it is a mono
pole "forced" Into resonance at f..( ll) by lum ped
reactance!
The Fifteen Meter Band

When we snap the band switch of the rig to the
fifteen meter band and spin the v.f.o. dial over to
21.225 MHz, the ten meter band t rap goes out of
resonance to present a reactance X.( ll,k , ohms in
series between conductor sect ions h O( w) and hO(d.
But we know what X. ( I "j, ~ is because of our sweat
ing a bit earlier. All we have to do is find out how
long electri cally to make hOkJ so that with the ten
meter trap reactance in series, we still come out
resonant at f( I.-,j . Reach ing back to ou r earlier lists,
we obtain the reactive value for X.(u,k , as equal to
353.801 ohms. That's neat, but what about the
length of conductor hC( w) at f,,(d? It's simple: we
just put our factor M to work. We get M = 21.225/
28.850 equals 0.736. Therefore hO(, ,,JJ;, = 90° x 0.736
equals 66.213 degrees. On all bands the converted
length of hO( ,,,) will be the same for both the K".(tl
and Kmb) monopoles. Now, we first list our known
data for each monopole then hitch up our belts and
begin climbing.
a' (I) = 4.245 x 10-3 ft. a'b) = 1.667 x 10-' ft.
KIt, ( d l ~ = 456.320 K",U1.-' = 236.1011
hO(, ,,JJ;, = 66.213° h O( lU ) l ~ = 66.213°
X.(, ,,k , = 353.801n X,( lU)n = 353.801n

(We now use the steps shown on the left hand
side of fig . 1 to climb the monopole to the height
.1 .j
Al = h" (1U)1~/360 ° = 66.213° /360° = 0.1839"\
XI = tan hO(w) I ~ = tan 66.213° = 2.2687n
Al = 66.213° /360" = 0.1839A
XI = tan 66.213° = 2.26870

(We mu st now climb around the off-resonant ten
meter trap reactance by adding its normalized re
actance X,/K", to Xd

X.. = X, + X.( I")F, = 2.2687 + 353.801
- Km ( , ) 456.32

X~ = 2.2687 + 0.7753 = 3.0440
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Conclusion-Getting it all
toge,her.

The Multi-Band
Trap Antenna Part IV

BY JOSEPH M. BOYER· , W6UYH

Part I appeared in February, Part II in March, and
Part III in Apr il. In th is, the conclud ing part , the
author completes his analysis of the Morgan trap
antenna.

The Twenty Meter Band

When we shift to the next lower frequency band,
twenty, we are savvy to what happens in th e an
tenna now: on 14.175 MHz, both the ten and fifteen
meter band traps are non-resonant, so two traps
are now acting as series "loading coils" in the
monopole. But we know these K(I"b. and X.{ l;,h..
reacti ve values. At the same time OUf first conduc 
tor section h C> (t"L.. is now 14.175/ 28.850 x 90
equals 44.220 degrees long electrically in both OU f

monopoles. However, those two different length
h"k ,) conductors just obtaine d have to each be
mult ipli ed by the common M factor 4.175 / 21 .225 
0.668. Doing this gives us h ~(d equals 12.145 de
grees for the skinny K",(l) monopole and h"k')
equals 9.928 degrees in our fatter K",b ) monopole.
Starti ng our c limb up the mon opol e again to find
out what the needed h 'b,) conductor length must
be, we again split our steps into two columns, f i rst
listing our known data:

•Antenna Consultant
17302 Yukon , Suite 63, Torrance, CA 90504
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a'l = 4.245 X 10-3 fl.
K",(.bo 480.540!!
h Q(t"b " - 44.220 '
h Ck .b " = 12.145°
X.(.ob. - 142.946! !
X,(d ~" 258.345!!

a', 1.667 X 10-1 ft.
K,,,b b ,, - 260.3101l
h"(.ub " 44.220 '
hO(,,),.. - 9.928 '
X,(I"b" - 142.946!!
X,(. ~,b" 258.3450

A, - h ' (" ,),.,1360 44 .220 /360 0 .1228A
x , = tan h ( l"b" tan 44.220 ' 0.97310

X. ~ X, + lC( ,,,),.. 0 9731 + 142.946
, K", ( ,), ,, · 480.540

X~ = 0.9731 + 0.297 = 1.271 0

, (Ian ' X,) ' (51.79W 0.1439'
" - 360 360 •

A, - 44.220 ' / 360 ~ 0 .1228A
X. = tan 44 .220 ~ = 0.97310

X. ~ 0 9731 + 142.946
_. 260.310

X, ~ 0.9731 + 0.549 ~ 1.522!l

A ~ (56.697) ' ~ 0 1575'
, 360 . •

(Right he re, everybody take a firm grip,
as we are going to shinny up the known
lengths of h O ( l ~b, , : )



~--------------------

A = )..• + h O( u) ~ /) = 0 1439 + 12.145°
a - 360" ' 360"

A ~ 0 1575 + 9.928 '
11 · 360 0

"3= 0 .1 776A
X3 = tan (>'3 x 360) ° = tan 63.936°
x, = 2.04450
Aa = 0.1851.\
Xa = ta n (..\:1 x 360) ° = tan 66.628°
X" ~ 2.3140n

(HOld it there: stay in reactance because
we must now climb around the non reso
nant fifteen meter trap :)

X ~ X. + X.(,,),., 20445 + 258.345
t ,I K",(Jl :!,, ' 480.54

X, = 2.0445 + 0.538 = 2.582111

X ~ 2 31 40 + 258.345
t · 260.310

X~ = 2.3140 + 0.992 = 3.30600
(Having reached the base of our unknown
length section h Cb,,) , we may now use the
lazy man's move to obtain the length of
hOb ,) in one addi tiona l step .)

h Ob .) = [cotarr Xl)" = (cota n' 2.5821)°
h '(, ,,) ~ 21.170 '

h ' b .) ~ (cotan ' 3.3060)'
h '(,,,) ~ 16.829 '

We now see how two non-resonant traps in series,
but of fixed reac tance value, affect our two mono
poles differently due to th e Kill effect of the con
ductor radii. Such effect also applies, of course, to
ordinary coil-loaded short monopoles. Notice that
in the " computer steps" , when you have to climb
up an intervening antenna conductor of know elec
tr ical length , yo u stay in height A at the cond uctor
base, then shinny up it by adding its length h"o/ 360°
to its base point height A. However, when you must
climb above a trap you add the X value obtained at
the bottom end of the trap to its actual reactance
X, divided by the monopole Kill (as th e Xj K", step
normalizes t rap reac tance, yo u climb around a trap
by adding trap reac tance to antenna reactance
both in normal ized form).

We may use a " sco re board" in this monopole
climbing process to do two things : first, to keep
track of ou r moves in the design and, second, to
be able to ac tual ly " watch" things hap pen along
the Morgan ante nna. Nothing does a better job of
"etching" an understanding of antenna function in
terms of impedance behavior on our minds (even
a pro's) than studying such a " score board" . Nat
urally, our score board is the one invented by P. H.
Smith", and it is shown in fi g. 2.0. It is identical to

' P. H. Smith, " Transmission Line Calculator," Electron
ics, 12, pp. 29·31 , January, 1939. Note: Printed pads of
Smith chart blank forms are ava ilable from General
Radio, West Concord, MA 01781 . The 50 ohm and nor
malized types are most useful to amateurs.

the one used in our part I wo rk, except that the
impedance R+ jX at its ce nter is now 1.0+jO instead
of 50+ jO ohms. Due to th is, al l impedance on the
chart is normalized so it may be used for a t rans
mission line of any charac teristic impedance Z" or
Km • Here we will use it to simultaneously represent
ou r Kn,(I) and Kmb) characteristic impedances.
Because we are now familiar with normalized im
pedance and react ance, only a word is needed to
understand the data presented in fig. 2. Each of our
c limbing steps along o ur two twenty meter mono
poles are shown in normalized form, along the left
hand side sector of the chart. As we are not letting
our monopoles radiate or have ohmic loss (Rr =

Rn = 0 ohms), all reactance is shown as points
along the inside rim edge (+jX) as in part I. All
heights A along the monopole at increasing dis
tance from the base are listed on the Wavelengths
Toward Generator (W.T.G.) outermost distance
scale. Again the chart is printed "upside down".

The short radial lines projecting outside the chart
represen t ou r steps for the sk inny K",(,) wi re mono
pole ; th ose proj ecti ng inward into th e chart are for
our fatter K",b) mon opole. Notice that both the out
ward and inward pointing lines touch both the
W.T.G. distance scale and also the inside rim re
actance scale. Also, observe that both monopoles
are " neck-to-neck" at the top of the hO(I<')::" con
ductor sect ion, but don 't stay th at way farther on
up the antennas . Final ly, over on the right hand
side sector of the chart, the c limbing down steps
are shown as a check after we 've found hCb ,) to
make sure we end up at jX,,,( ,,d = jO ohms on
f"b,) . On the band edges, ou r part I work tells us
now that at the f,,,,,_band edge that c i rc umferential
distance from Al on th e right down to the monopole
base would come out short of jO, to end up a short
dista nce on the right hand capacit ive reactance
region of input impedance - jX;". Conversely, at
fltio:h , that same arc distance would inch beyond
jO, to end in th e inductive +jX1" reg ion. Finally, we
remember that to get th ose normal ized reactances
jX1,,(ld "out" of the c hart, we just mult ipl y them
either by K", (I) or K", (2) to convert th em to actual
values of reacta nce (o r impedance) . Then, to get
v.S.w. r. in a fi fty ohm feed coax, we'd just add Rr

(and R!! if we wish) to these actual reactance
values and plot them on a 50+jO ohm Smith chart
to get v.s .w.r. in such cable ve rsus operating
freq uency.

Now that the gang is getting experienced in
climbing up the monopole on any band, this OM
will leave the QSO while the gang works out the
remaining conductor lengths for fo rty and eighty,
and QRX for a tra ff ic sked . However, we'll be back
on 3.750 MHz at 1600 hours GMT to co mpare a
final list o f calculated conductor lengths for each
monopole with those obtained by the fraternal
brothers.
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Fig. 2-Normalized Smith impedance chart showing analogue design steps for twenty meter band monopole por
tion of ten to eighty meter Morgan mufti-band antennas. Anafogue characteristic impedance KM." ,. is 480.54 ohms

for #10 gauge wire : Km ,,,,, is 260.31 ohms for four-inch diameter conductor. See text.

Eighty Meters

Well we see everybody finally reached the base
end of conductor h (~,,) and used the lazy man's
step to find its electrical length for each of the two
monopoles, Our paper Morgan antenna design is
complete. so let's all relax, compare notes, and
chew the fat. The conductor lengths we obtained
from a tab le , Each needed conductor length is li sted
in electrical degrees and electri cal wavelengths at
the band fn at which it was first found. The list
should look like the one given below, which is
based solely on use of the particular band trap para
meters selected at the start of design.

a .' 4.245 xl0 3 ft.
h i , ,,) 90.000 ;h),I,,,) - 0.2500),

a, ' 1.667 x 10 , ft.
h i ,,,) 90.000 ;h)'(,,,) - 0 .2500),

h Ot,,) ~ 18.186 ;h),k.) 0.0505),
h (,,,) ~ 21.170 ;hAb,,) 0.0588),
h OI ,,,) ~ 33.900 ;h)' ( ,,,) 0.0942),
h OI" .) - 34.346 ;h)'( , ,,) 0.0954),
h Ok.) ~ 14.866 ;h),k.) 0.0413),
hOb ,,) - 16.829 ;h),b) 0.0467>.
h (, ,,) ~ 27.881 ;h ),I ,,,) 0.0774),
heI, ,,) - 29.972 ;h),I , ,,) 0.0833),

In comparing calculated conductor lengths to
those above, the gang need not be concerned about
small di fferences in lengths obtained in their work ;
it's ok if ag reement is with in say ce 1.0 degrees or
so, for reasons we wi ll see shortly. If we go back
and add up all conduc tor electrical lengths in a
given Morgan monopole band section, we see that
they do not total up to 90.00 electrical degrees ;
however, in each case if we then add the electrical
lengths contributed by each trap in that band, the
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W_ length in diameters, >'!d

•Amateur antenna handbooks give a lenqth correc tion
factor of about 0.950 to apply to antenna conductors.
This factor applies only to the conductor-shor tening
effect produced by antenna end insulators. It is valid.
but it is an enti rely different length correction than
discussed here.

).'"( ,,,) /3 .33 x 10 ' ~ 102.
We see immediately that the AId scale in fig. 3.0

ends at a maxi mum val ue of 3,000. This means th at
even on ten meters, the AId value obtai ned fo r a
number 10 gauge wire is so la rge tha t we do not
need to make a correction between it s electrical
and physical length' in practical ante nna design.
We just let P - 1.0 to get the conductor length S in
feet for the skinny K,,, (d monopole . For number 10
gauge wire, the A,: ld' rati o gets increasing larger
at the lower frequen cy bands so no correction is
needed at lower treqencies either. The fatter mono
pole, however, g ives a ),,'Jd ratio o f on ly 102.
Entering figure 3.0 at th is va lue, we "eyeball " a P
fac tor of about 0.89 on ten meters. Therefore, our
four-inch diameter (twice the val ue of a) tubi ng
monopole of K".L-l comes out as S - 0.89 ~ 0.250 x
34.107 ft 7.6 feet tn leng th to fo rm a resonant A/4
monopole.

But we had to "eye batt" a value off the chart.
which im pli es that we might have been a bit foolish
in using even three dec imal place accuracy in our
design calculation steps. Actually , we were not
being foolish : we should always try to obtain accu
racy in design calcu lations based on theory. Later
we 'll see how to get our calcu lated values " rig ht
on" when we make our Morgan antenna p lay.

The Real World Of Antennas
Up to now we have been c li mbing up and down

our Morgan antenna, designing it wi th the idea that
our band traps function like ideal lumped LC cir
cuits . But earlier it was said that ideal circuits have
zero electrical size in A at the operating frequency !

...

.se

...
~ ."•0•~ ...

.aa

.SO

..
50 " ""

Fig. 3-Curve for conversion from free space wavelength
h I.. to physical length s' of antenna conductors as tunc

tion of wavelength to diameter ratio .

to tal antenna electrical length then does equal 90.00
degrees and produces " forced" resonance except
on Ten meters . We now see that it is the t rap " coil
loading" effect plus th e influence of the conductor
related to K," wh ich produces substantial conductor
shortening in electrical degrees.

Although such antenna conductor " shrinkage" is
inevitable in a lumped LC trap multi-band antenna,
we shall shortly see that we can 't let this conductor
miniaturization go too far if we wish to obtain
optimum on-the-air performance from our Morgan
anten na,

Conversion From Electrical To
Physical Conductor Length

Now it was said that the conducto r lengths we
obtained by using the antenna analog ue steps came
out in electrical degrees at the band f. , Th is means

I that the hA( ) leng ths listed apply to dimensions of
I wavelength A" in free space, Any real antenna con

ductor o f finite physica l d iamete r d 2a will be
actually shorter in physical length than the free
space wavelength dimension given, in inverse pro
port ion to the cond uc tor d iameter. Unfortunately,
space does not permit a discussion of the very
interesting theory behind such conductor shorten
ing effect. Here, we can only give the steps needed
to convert those calculated conductor lengths fro m
electrical to physical length.

(a) Start ing at te n meters, then moving progres
sively to the cente r o f the next lower ham
band , compute the free space wavelength All
~ 984.00/'" (MHz) in feet.

(b) Multiply your pa rticula r conductor rad ius (tt)

by two to get its ph ysical diam eter d 2a
in feet.

(c ) Divide your conduc to r diameter into the A,,' for
the ham band being considered.

(d) Use th is A,,' / d ' number obta ined from ste p (c)
to enter the Wavelength in Diameter ho rizontal
bottom scale of f ig. 3.0,

(e) Move up the chart at the ente red value until
you intercept the graphed curve of th e fig ure.

(f ) Move horizontall y at that found height on th e
curve to find the conducto r length correction
fac tor P ca libra ted along the left hand side
scale of the figure.

(g) The corrected physical conduc to r length in
feet fo r that particular band is then : S 
p x h)' ( )x).".

As an example, tak e the hA(1..) = 0,250 A length
given for each monopol e at ten meters:
A,,'( ln) = 34.107 ft.
d' = 2x 4.245 x 10 3 ft.
d ' = 8.49 x 10-3 ft.
)..:(",) / 8.49 x 10 ' 4 ,017.
),,"'(1") = 34.107 ft.
d ' = 2x 1,667 x 10-1 ft.
d ' ~ 3.33 x 10 ' ft.



If we constructed even the ten meter band trap with
its 25 picofarad capacitor and 1.22 microhenry coi l
we' d find it was not exact ly microscopi c in size. The
eighty meter band t rap would constitute a good
handful. Here is what happens when we use such
traps in a real Morgan antenna :

First, that hunk of trap co nductor geometry sitting
on the top of a reson ant monopole section of the
Morgan has a substa ntia l capaci ty over to the
ground plane (or to the other side of a doublet) and
will act like a top " capacity hat" on the monopole.
This throws that monopole section out of resonance,
by making it too long electrically from " to p load
ing" ; here is the reason we made a conditiona l
remar k about obtai ni ng na tural 11./4 monopole reso
nance on ten meters. There will also be an addi
tional capacity existing from each of the coil tu rns
and from the capacitor frame and plates over to the
conductors con nected above and below the reso
nant band trap. Such capacity can reduce th e
" isolation" effect of the trap in " cutting off" the rest
of the Morgan above it. so that some energy can be
coupled to the rest of the antenna. The effect is
very complicated and subtle, and dependant upon
what the actual imped ance is exist ing at the upper
terminal of the trap at that freq uency. When sub
stantial, this effect ca n excite a " long wire" mode
in the upper parts of the Morgan to generate spur
ious high angle radiation pattern lobes. Such effect,
if present , influences the gain performance of the
Morgan primarily at the higher frequency bands of
coverage.

Now, what if we played games with the trap
parameters? Ok, let' s do. The fi rst thing we would
find is that ou r insti nctive desi re for ext remely high
trap Q is somewhat misleading . Increasing co il Q

does increase ZI' at in-band frequencies very close
to the trap resonant frequency t.. Yet even at the
frequency limits of a given active ham band, ZI' falls
back down to impedance val ues presented by lower
Q traps using the same L to C ratio. For example,
our ten meter band trap of 100 Q fall s to a ZI' of
3.7 x 103 ohms at 28.00 MHz. A trap havi ng the same
Land C, but using a 300 Q coil will still fall to
almost an identical ZI' at 28.00 MHz. Well , does that
mean we were stupid in asking fo r super high Q air
or vacuum condensers? No, because when we go to
less ideal condense rs we insert a condense r 1055

R,. and coil loss RI. of unequal value into the trap
parallel circuit. This changes the ZI.lf curve in an
undesirable manner, as well as adding to ohmic
loss. Incidentaly, Z" at t, changes in prop ortion to
the Q ratio in co mpared traps.

What about changing the L to C ratio? Well now
that does produce a major effect in the Morgan. If
we increase capacity C, the trap ZI' is reduced in
magnitude at f.. (which is not too importan t) and also
reduces the magnitude of reac tance X, of the t rap in
lower frequency bands. Now this trap reactance
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decrease is in proportion to how much we increase
capacity ratio in the compared traps. However, if
we lower the ca pac ity C, we increase the magnitude
of the non-resonant trap reactance X,. Thi s ca n
cause problems. We have clearly seen the shorten
ing effect prod uced by the trap X, on the conductor
length. A substantial reduction in trap C can really
shorten conducto r electrical length. At first thought,
we might think this a great idea : boy, a min iaturized
height, all band antenna!

Unfortunately, Mother Nature is always sta ndi ng
over us with a big club in her hand waiting to bash
our techn ical heads in. Only conductors and their
current distr ibuti on co ntr ibute to antenna radiation,
and thus H, magnitude ; traps don't ! When co nductor
electrical length shortening becomes substantial, the
radiat ion resistance R. of the active Morgan mono
pole section falls to val ues less tha n the 36 ohms
of a naturall y resonant >"/4 monopole. We see that
with our antenna operating in a fi xed ohmic loss
envi ronment, the Rn remains constant but R. now
moves down closer to it in value. The antenna radia
tion efficiency is,

Efficiency = Rr ~'Rn x 100 Percent.

From this relat ion we see that the amou nt of input
power to the antenna which is converted to radiated
signals decreases in such miniaturi zed height an
tenna case. But say we went all out and used a ),./2
diameter wire ground plane at t , with a lot of wi re
radial s and had a QTH in th e middle of a salt marsh!
Then Rn goes down , but th at lower value of R. now
will decrease the anten na frequency bandwidth in
terms of impedance variation fo r a given conductor
K,,, . If one is a devoted C.W. or phone man, reduced
bandwidth may not mean much . However, commer
c ials can lay down super dense and large diameter
wi re ground planes: few hams can. Therefore, small
R. value antennas pose difficulties in ham radio
unless certain newer type antennas of mili tary origin
are employed. We can't get into a QSO about those
at th is time. Therefore, in a Morgan of good on-the
air perfo rmance we should choose trap L to C ratio
to keep the total antenna height f rom being sharply
red uced , even though the idea may appear att rac
tive.

Pulling A Morgan On The Air
One of the gang breaks in at this point and says,

" If all those weird things go on in the actual antenna
from effects which we didn 't or couldn't figu re in ,
what good does all this fancy antenna design buy
us? " Good questi on ! What careful preliminary an
tenna design does is to place us squarely in the
right ball park in terms of dimensions of conductors ,
trap parameters and so forth. We then face the
same problem seen by pro 's who must make real
antennas play in a real world QTH. We " prune" to
make the antenna perform correctly, guided by our
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(5) Install the hO(.:,) conductor sec tion in place
above the trap, and connect it to the other trap
terminal. Again use a glas line guy set to hol d it
in place if necessary. Now bring th e g.d.o. dip back
on t, solely by tuning the te n mete r band trap. Coil
tu rn bending or turn pru ning may be needed . An ai r
padder va riable is nice here, but be sure plate spac
ing is adequate for power input level. As a low loss
dielect r ic weather hou sing is a must around good
quality band traps, make sure you put such cover
back in place befo re th e man at the receiver lets
you know you have reached the ten meter f".

(6) Shi ft the g.d .o. and shac k receiver to the
fifteen meter band. Install th e fifteen mete r trap as
a " top capacity hat" at the top of the h "( I ~) co n
ductor section. Repeat steps (3) to (5) on the fifteen
meter band, as well as on each lower frequency
band of coveraqe until the Morgan is resonant on
f,,( ~,,) _

When you have finished, and have the Morgan
wo rk ing correc tly on al l its bands of coverage, do
not ru in all yo ur good work by installing a set of
conventi ona l wire guys even if such wire guys are
bro ken into short sections by compress ion egg in
sulato rs. It 's capaci tive effect on the Morgan will
cause a shift of the antenna resonance. Instead use
glas line rope fo r the fin al guying system. Even with
it, however, instal l an egg compression insulator at
both the antenna attachment end and about midway
down the length

o f the guy to

prevent in flu

ence on the an

tenna In a down

pour of rain.

You might find

it interesting to

then carefu lly

measure the

gan
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'In a Morgan monopole you have to use a non-conduct
ing member to carry mechanical stress around the
gaps in the conductor needed for insertion of the band
traps. Marine junk yards are a source of husky Navy
type cylindrical insulators of high-qual ity ceramic re
moved from old ship antennas. They come in diameters
up to several inches. and may be several feet in length.
Use them as a core around which to build the trap.
The ends of an insulator are inserted in the upper and

lower antenna conductor.

common sense and what we know technical ly about
the way the antenna fun cti ons from our study of
antenna theory. This ap proach is one hund red deci
bels better than the blind groping of th e old cut
and try-school! Now let's make ou r Morgan play.

Say we have chosen the fatter conduc tor Morgan
because its calcu lated design results look better on
paper. We bu ild ou r traps" and careful ly " tweak"
them on the bench to the f., of each band, using a
loosely coupled grid-d ip oscill ator and the shack
rece iver as a frequency meter fo r the g.d.o. sig na l.
We then cut our tub ing to th e corrected lengths
found, put down a radial wi re ground plane ei ther
on the sailor on a roof location, and install a low
mass ceramic base insulator. Here is what we then
do to compensate experimentally for all the "weird"
effects:

(1) St retch out a length of coax reaching from the
rig in the shack to the antenna installation location.
Connect one end of such coax to the receiver in the
shack, and station a friend there to track the T4 note
of the g.d.o. on the ca li brated receiver dial. On the
other end of th e coax solder a temporary wire pig
tail to the inner co nd ucto r to ac t as a pi ck up an
tenna for the g.d.o. sig nal. Grou nd the shield of the
coax to a radial wi re.

(2) Erec t only the h"( l") conductor section on the
base insulator, hol ding it to a vertical position with
a temporary " glas line" guying system. Solder a
jumper wire from a lug connected to the base of
section he( l ") (termina l =- 1) to a ground rad ial wi re
directl y below. Fire up the g.d.o. and shack receiver
in the ten meter band and make sure the g.d.o. sig
nal can be heard on the remote receiver. The b.f.o.
helps.

(3) Install th e ten meter trap at th e top of the con
ductor secti on, but do not bother trying to tun e it
at this time. We now have a top " capacity hat" ten
meter monopole.

(4) Lightly couple the g.d.o. to the monopole base
grounding wire and find the dip in the ten meter
band . Invariably, it will be on the low frequency side
of f". Wobble frequency of the g.d.o. slightly to make
sure the fr iend in the shack identifies it in the QRM
from other signals. Then, in small steps, guided by
how close th e dip was from f", prune the length of
the ten meter conducto r section unt il the dip fall s
closely on 28.850 MHz. Let th e man in the shac k
give yo u frequency: don't use the g .d.o. dial for
such data.
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